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Essays on Service Operations Management
Abstract
This dissertation studies three different problems service firms can face. The first chapter looks at the optimal
way to price reservations and services when customers make reservations in advance, while they are uncertain
about the future value of service, to avoid waiting on the day of service. We show that charging customers the
full price as non-refundable deposit when they make reservations and charging zero for service when they
show up to claim their reservations is optimal for the firm. When the firm faces very large potential market,
then it is better for the firm to not take reservations and accept only walk-ins. The second chapter looks at a
problem of how to mitigate worker demotivations due to fairness concerns, when workers have intrinsic
difference in quality, and higher quality server tends to be overcrowded by customers willing to receive higher
quality service. We suggest distributing workload fairly between workers and compensating workers per
workload as potential remedies and show which remedy works well under what operational conditions. We
show that compensating workers per customer they serve results in high customer expected utility and
expected quality. However, when customers also care about fairness and dislike receiving inferior service
compared to other customers, then there does not exist a single remedy that results in both high customer
expected utilization and high expected quality. In the third chapter, we study how a service firm should choose
its advertising strategy when the service quality is not perfectly known to the customers. We model customers'
learning process using a Markov chain, and show that when customers do not perfectly learn the quality of
service from advertisements, then the firm is better off by advertising actively when customers' initial belief
about service quality is low. Oppositely, when customers initially believe the service quality to be high, then it
is better for the firm to stay silent and not use advertisement to signal its quality. In all three chapters, we use
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ESSAYS ON SERVICE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Jaelynn Oh
Xuanming Su
This dissertation studies three different problems service firms can face. The first chapter
looks at the optimal way to price reservations and services when customers make reserva-
tions in advance, while they are uncertain about the future value of service, to avoid waiting
on the day of service. We show that charging customers the full price as non-refundable
deposit when they make reservations and charging zero for service when they show up to
claim their reservations is optimal for the firm. When the firm faces very large potential
market, then it is better for the firm to not take reservations and accept only walk-ins. The
second chapter looks at a problem of how to mitigate worker demotivations due to fair-
ness concerns, when workers have intrinsic difference in quality, and higher quality server
tends to be overcrowded by customers willing to receive higher quality service. We suggest
distributing workload fairly between workers and compensating workers per workload as
potential remedies and show which remedy works well under what operational conditions.
We show that compensating workers per customer they serve results in high customer ex-
pected utility and expected quality. However, when customers also care about fairness and
dislike receiving inferior service compared to other customers, then there does not exist
a single remedy that results in both high customer expected utilization and high expected
quality. In the third chapter, we study how a service firm should choose its advertising
strategy when the service quality is not perfectly known to the customers. We model cus-
tomers’ learning process using a Markov chain, and show that when customers do not
perfectly learn the quality of service from advertisements, then the firm is better off by
advertising actively when customers’ initial belief about service quality is low. Oppositely,
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when customers initially believe the service quality to be high, then it is better for the firm
to stay silent and not use advertisement to signal its quality. In all three chapters, we use
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My dissertation thesis is on theoretically modeling the decision makers’ behavior in service
operation management problems. The thesis is comprised of three projects that focus on
problems service firms face.
The first paper, “Optimal Pricing of Reservations and Services in Queues”, looks at
what the optimal pricing policy of reservations for services is. We model the service firm
as a queue and frame reservations as an option selling strategy where strategic customers
pay a non-refundable deposit while they are uncertain about their future valuation of ser-
vice in return for a no-wait guarantee. We characterize the rational expectations equilibrium
and offer recommendations on pricing, which defines the reservation policy to be one of
three regimes: fully-prepaid reservations, partially-prepaid reservations, and no reserva-
tions. The result of our model suggests that service firms should sell fully-prepaid reser-
vations by charging the full price of service for the non-refundable deposit and offering
the service for free if a reservation holder shows up when customers hold homogeneous
expectation about the valuation of service. The firm should have walk-in customers pay a
higher price for service than what the reservation customers pay if it decides to both take
reservations and allow walk-ins. When the potential market size becomes very large, then
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the firm is better off by not offering any reservation and spot selling all its capacity even
though the customers may have to wait on the day of service. We also show that it is op-
timal to sell partially-prepaid reservations when customers hold heterogenous expectations
about the service valuation or the firm allows overbooking. A modeling contribution we
make to the literature is that we model reservations as means to avoid waiting in a queue,
while other existing works see it as a way to secure capacity.
The second paper, “Workload Inequality and Fairness Concerns in Service Firms”,
looks at a problem where service firms hiring multiple workers to supply necessary ca-
pacity, and difference in server ability leading to variance in quality. When customers can
observe the difference in server quality, they tend to crowd the higher quality sever, and
the better workers end up being overloaded with more customers. This may trigger the
good workers’ fairness concerns and lead them to work less hard. We consider two ways
to deal with worker demotivation due to fairness concerns on workload: eliminating and
compensating. A firm can eliminate inequality by distributing customers fairly between
workers, or it can let the inequality in workload persist, but compensate the workers for
having more work by paying workers piece rate. We compare the two remedies using two
metrics, expected customer utility and expected quality. Our results show that eliminating
inequality in workload helps fix the situation and provides higher expected customer utility
and average quality, but compensating workers per customers they serve works even better.
However, when customers also care for equality in service quality, congestion externality
for the higher quality server exacerbates, and a remedy that leads to both high customer
expected utility and average quality no longer exists. In this case, quality-utility trade-off
exists, and paying workers piece rate leads to high expected quality but low customer ex-
pected utility by increasing service quality difference. Distributing workload fairly between
workers then emerges as an option, which provides reasonable quality without sacrificing
customer utility too much. This paper contributes to the literature in that, as far as I am
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aware of, it is the first paper to model fairness concerns of workers in service firms, while
most papers that consider fairness in congestion prone environment talks about customer
fairness concerns about service speed or priority in service.
In the third paper, “Signaling Service Quality through Advertising: A Model of Con-
sumer Memory”, we try to answer how intensively service firms with certain service quality
should advertise when their service qualities are not exactly known to the customers. We
look at a model where the service value, either high or low, is known only to the firm and
customers are only aware of the distribution of the service value. Given its service value,
the firm chooses the frequency of advertising messages it releases to maximize profit. Each
customer then encounters and forgets the messages stochastically, and forms heterogeneity
in the number of advertisement messages they remember. Based on the number of mes-
sages a customer remembers, she updates her belief about the firm’s service quality and
strategically decides whether to purchase the service or not by comparing her updated ex-
pected value and the expected cost from crowding at the server that will be incurred upon
purchase. We model the interaction between the firm and the customers using a signal-
ing game. By analyzing the separating equilibrium, we first show that when customers’
initial belief about service quality is low, service firms use separating strategy, and they
“actively” use advertisement to attract more customers. Even when the firm chooses a
separating equilibrium, because there is randomness in the way customers encounter and
process the advertisement messages, advertisements cannot signal service quality perfectly.
Therefore, not only a high-quality firm but also a low-quality firm benefits from advertise-
ment for there will be some customers who may think that the firm is of high type after
seeing the ad. We also find that when customers’ initial expected service value is high,
then not only a low-quality firm but also a high-quality firm will prefer not to signal its
quality through advertisement by choosing a pooling strategy. In this case, the high-quality
firm prefers to make advertisement obsolete by choosing the same advertisement intensity
3




Optimal Pricing of Reservations and
Services in Queues
2.1 Introduction
Reservations for services allow customers to receive immediate service without waiting
and thus, help firms attract delay-sensitive customers. Because of this additional utility
reservations bring to customers, there can be opportunity for higher profit to the firm when
reservations are priced carefully. When choosing the price of reservations, firms should
be aware of customers’ uncertainty about future plans that lead to no-shows and trade-offs
between taking reservations and having walk-in customers wait longer.
As an effort to benefit from the pros and fight the cons, service firms adopt various
reservation policies with different pricing schemes. Some firms that have enough demand
walking in even without reservations choose not to take any reservation. Popular restau-
rants in New York City such as Grimaldi’s Pizzeria and Roberto are well known for not
taking reservations and having their customers queue to dine at their restaurants. Disney-
land sells non-refundable, full-priced tickets online to customers who want to avoid long
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waits on the spot, selling fully-prepaid reservations. Some restaurants and doctor’s offices
sell partially-prepaid reservations by asking for non-refundable deposits to customers (or
patients) making reservations or by taking their credit card information so as to charge a
fee in case of a no-show.
In this paper, we are interested in finding the optimal way to price reservations. Es-
pecially, we intend to answer three questions. First, we study how reservations should be
priced. In order to answer this question we find the optimal non-refundable deposit a firm
should ask for when taking reservations. Depending on the amount of deposit the customers
should pay, reservations can be fully-prepaid or partially-prepaid. Second, we address how
service should be priced with or without reservation. To answer this question, we solve the
optimal prices of service with and without reservation and compare the two. Third, we ask
whether service firms should take any reservation at all and provide conditions under which
reservations are profitable. By answering the above research questions, we can eventually
find which pricing regime among fully-prepaid reservation, partially-prepaid reservation,
and no reservation should be adopted under what operational circumstance.
We build an analytic model where a firm is a monopoly that takes walk-in customers on
the day of service but sets a booking limit in advance to take reservations. When the num-
ber of customers requesting reservations exceeds the booking limit, those excess customers
cannot secure a reservation. Reservation holders receive priority in service and need not
wait in line before being served when they show up for the service. However, when reser-
vations are made, customers need to pay a non-refundable deposit in addition to the price of
service they pay on the day of service when they show up. At the moment customers make
a reservation they are uncertain about their future valuation of service, so that they bear the
risk of losing the deposit if they are unable to keep the reservation. On the other hand, to
customers who were not able to make a reservation, the service firm is a queue where cus-
tomers face an expected waiting time before being served. We adopt the concept of rational
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expectations (RE) and assume that although customers do not know the exact waiting time
they will face in case they walk in without reservations, they form rational expectations
of waiting time, and make their decisions to reserve in advance or walk in on the spot,
accordingly. Customers are strategic in that they anticipate future outcomes and make a
reservation only if the ex ante expected payoff from reservation is higher than that from the
outside option of walking in. In equilibrium, customers make reservation decisions given
their expectations about the wait time and the firm’s price and reservation policy, and the
restaurant determines its optimal deposit and price of service given customers’ behavior.
By solving for the equilibrium non-refundable reservation deposit and service prices,
we first find that it is optimal to sell fully-prepaid reservations to customers that have ho-
mogeneous ex ante valuation of service when the firm does not overbook. That is, the
firm should charge customers the full price of service the moment they make reservations
and provide service for free when reservation holders show up on the day of service. We
also find that when the firm decides to take both reservations and walk-ins, then walk-in
customers should be charged a higher price despite the disutility they incur from wait-
ing. Because the firm can better match capacity with demand from reservation holders,
marginal revenue is higher for unit capacity reserved than the capacity waiting for walk-
ins, and this leads the firm to give discounts to reservation customers. However, when a
firm has a very large potential market size, then it is better that the firm does not take any
reservation. Since reservations are made before customers observe their valuation of ser-
vice, reservation price can only be decided based on customers’ ex ante belief about their
future valuation, whereas walk-in prices can be determined based on the realized valuation
of customers. Thus, when the market size is large, there can be large number of customers
with high realized valuation who are willing to pay high price.
We also show in the extension that partially-prepaid reservations are optimal either
when the firm overbooks or when customers have heterogeneous ex ante valuation of ser-
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vice. When capacity is overbooked, the firm can serve other customers with capacity orig-
inally reserved but unclaimed by no-shows. Therefore, charging non-zero price for service
can increase profit for the firm. When customers are heterogeneous in their valuation of
service, then the firm charges low reservation deposit and high service price to sell reser-
vation to customers even with low ex ante valuation but induce only the ones with high
realized valuation to keep the reservation.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides literature review.
Section 3 describes the model fundamentals. Section 4 provides the equilibrium analysis.
Section 5 discuss extensions of the model, and Section 6 concludes.
2.2 Literature Review
This paper is closely related to literature on advance selling in which purchase and con-
sumption are temporally separate, and customers are uncertain about the consumption val-
uation and the availability of the capacity at the point of purchase. Shugan and Xie (2000)
show how customers make a purchasing decision when they do not know their valuation
of consumption at the time they purchase the product. They show that service providers
can earn profit up to the level of first degree price discrimination through advance sell-
ing strategy. DeGraba (1995) shows that capacity constraints and the threat of subsequent
unavailability induce customers to buy in advance and allow prices to be set above market-
clearing levels. Shugan and Xie (2005) show how advance selling can increase profitability
of the seller under competition. Reservations are an example of advance selling in that
customers make a reservation when there may still be uncertainty over their preferences at
the time the service will take place.
Some papers in the advance selling literature further develop models of customer val-
uation uncertainty. Yu et al. (2008) look at the pricing and capacity decision of a firm in
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advance selling when customers’ valuations are correlated. Fay and Xie (2008) and Jerath
et al. (2010) study opaque selling where the uncertainty is in “which product” instead of the
consumption valuation of a certain product. In other words, customers make a purchasing
decision without knowing exactly what product or service they will receive from a seller
that sells multiple distinct items. Nasiry and Popescu (2012) look at how anticipated regret
can affect customers’ decision and firms’ profit in an advance selling context. In our paper,
restaurant patrons face two types of uncertainty: an independent idiosyncratic shock on the
day of consumption (reflecting changes in their schedule, mood, or health condition), and
the waiting cost they may incur when walking in without any reservation.
Another stream of research considers advance selling as means to acquire demand in-
formation for a later selling period. Fisher and Raman (1996) look at a quick response
system for fashion products where a greater portion of production is scheduled in response
to initial demand. Tang et al. (2004) suggest an advance booking discount program that at-
tracts customers to commit to their orders prior to selling season. The authors evaluate the
benefit of the program and characterize the optimal price when the seller uses the sales in-
formation collected from the program to update demand forecast for the selling season. In
a similar context, Boyacı and O¨zer (2010) study a seller’s capacity decision problem with
exogenously given prices and Prasad et al. (2011) consider the price and inventory decision
when the seller is a newsvendor. Li and Zhang (2013) study preorders as means to acquire
demand information of the regular sales period. They show that accurate demand informa-
tion can increase the availability of the product and thus, undermine the seller’s ability to
charge a high preorder price. Chu and Zhang (2011) consider information that flows from
the seller to the customers. They study how much information about the product the seller
should release in the preorder stage in order to maximize profit. Although some restaurant
managers use reservations to forecast demand and staff accordingly, information is not our
focus in this paper. We assume that the potential demand and the product characteristics
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are known both to the restaurant and the customers.
There are papers on the specific topic of reservation systems as a form of advance
selling in the presence of strategic customers. Png (1989) introduces a model where reser-
vations act as an insurance mechanism that allows customers to show up only when their
realized valuation is high. The author shows that when a seller with limited capacity sells
its capacity to risk-averse customers who are uncertain about both the valuation of con-
sumption and the availability of capacity, then the most profitable pricing strategy takes
the form of a reservation system. Our paper is closely related to Gallego and S¸ahin (2006)
in that they compare the revenue under call options (or an advance selling strategy that
charges customers partially refundable fees) to those under pure advance selling, pure spot
selling, and low-to-high pricing to find the best pricing policy. They show that call options
result in significantly higher revenue than all other alternatives for wide range of capacity
levels. They allow the firm to overbook the option capacity, and thus, revenue comes from
the value of capacity itself and the value of option from overbooking. This result is similar
to what we show in the overbooking extension in our paper although our model is funda-
mentally different from theirs in that customers who buy on the spot in our model has to
join a queue and wait before receiving the service. Alexandrov and Lariviere (2012) look
at a restaurant with fixed capacity facing uncertain demand. Customers a priori incur travel
costs to visit the restaurant and incur additional costs when the restaurant is full and they
cannot receive the service. The authors show that reservation is valuable on nights with
small demand because it reduces uncertainty for customers and increases demand, while
reservation is costly on busy nights due to no-shows. Cil and Lariviere (2013) assume that
advance demand customers who request a reservation are more profitable to the service
provider than customers who walk-in. The service provider then decides how much of a
limited capacity to allocate to advance customers. Georgiadis and Tang (2012) determine
a service firm’s optimal reservation policy, which consists of the price of service, a non-
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refundable deposit to avoid loss from no-shows, and a booking limit. The customers are
heterogeneous and divided into four pools: valuation high or low and show-up probability
high or low. They show that when the capacity and the demand are large so that they can be
approximated by continuous values, then the firm discriminates customers based on their
valuation, whereas when the demand and the capacity are finite, then the customers are
discriminated based on their show-up probability.
As reviewed above, there is a vast body of literature on advance selling, and our work
borrows the concepts introduced in the literature. Note that the three pricing regime that we
consider come from the advance selling literature, where fully-prepaid reservations follow
the form of advance selling, partially-prepaid reservations are call options, and no reserva-
tion corresponds to pure spot selling. However, our work uniquely applies the concept to
a service setting and looks at advance selling as means to avoid waiting in a queue rather
than ways to secure capacity. In addition, or work can be distinguished from the previous
research in that we build one model that can result in one of three different regimes as the
optimal pricing mechanism.
The last stream of literature our work is related to is the queueing literature that study
pricing of services in a congested server. Naor (1969a) studied how a social planner should
price a service when customers who arrive to the service center and queue to obtain the
service cause negative congestion externalities to other customers. Customers have homo-
geneous valuation of the service, incur cost of waiting when standing in the queue, and
decide whether to join the queue upon observing the queue length. The queue in our model
resembles that of Mendelson and Whang (1990a) since customers do not observe the exact
queue length before deciding to join the queue. Customers make the queueing decision
based on their expected waiting cost. For an extensive review on queueing systems, we re-
fer the readers to Hassin and Haviv (2003). In most of the queueing literature, customers’
decisions are “to join or not” or “which queue to join.” However, we apply the queueing
11
model to the service operations context, where the corresponding decisions are “whether




The Service Firm: The service firm is a monopoly with a fixed market size equal to Λ
and capacity equal to µ. The market size and the capacity are fixed and exogenously given
to the firm. For service that takes place in period 2, the firm takes reservations in period
1. It reserves a proportion α of its capacity to take reservations. Throughout the paper, we
use the term “booking limit” to denote this proportion of capacity reserved. On the day
of service, or in period 2, the firm also takes walk-in customers using its capacity that is
either not booked by reservation customers or was originally reserved but unclaimed by
reservation holders. In our base model we assume that α is exogenous to the firm. Later
we consider the case where the decision of the booking limit, α, is endogenized.
Reservations can be thought of as real call options where the customer pays the price
of reservation, φ, in period 1 for the right to purchase the service in period 2 at service
price, pr. For customers who make a reservation the firm provides service immediately
after their arrival so that reservation holders do not wait before being served when they
show up. When more customers try to make reservations than the capacity reserved to
serve reservation customers, then the firm only takes reservations up to the capacity set
aside for reservation customers.
Customers who were willing but not able to secure a reservation stay in the market to
see whether they are still interested to walk into the firm on the day of service. Customers
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walking in without reservations may have to wait in line in order to be served upon arriving
to the service firm and are charged pw for the service they receive. Thus, to the walk-in cus-
tomers the service process is a queue with an effective arrival rate, λw ∈ [0,Λ], determined
in equilibrium, and the capacity, µw, that is used to serve walk-in customers, which con-
sists of the capacity that was originally set aside to receive walk-ins on the spot and capacity
that was originally booked but is unclaimed. In equilibrium, the expected waiting time for
a customer who walks into the firm without reservation is given as w(λw, µw). We do not
assume any specific form of queue for the firm. However, the expected waiting time func-
tion, w(λ, µ), satisfies general convexity conditions: 1) w(λ, µ) is convex and increasing in
λ. 2) It is decreasing in µ. 3) Pooling the capacity is beneficial, i.e., w(nλ, nµ) < w(λ, µ)
for n > 1.
The firm’s decision is to choose the price of service charged to walk-in customers, pw,
price of service charged to reservation customers, pr, and the price of making a reservation,
φ, that maximize its profit. Note that the price of service charged to reservation customers
need not be equal to the price charged to walk-in customers, i.e., pr 6= pw is possible.
We interchangeably use the term option price and strike price for φ and pr, respectively,
throughout this paper.
The Customers: Customers are strategic utility maximizers. They are ex ante homo-
geneous but ex post differentiated in their valuation of service. A customer’s valuation, v,
consists of two parts, v = v0 + ε. v0 is the average customer valuation, which is known
both to the firm and the customers in period 1. We assume that v0 is exogenously given,
equal for all customers and remains constant. Later in the paper, we relax the assumption
of all customers having the same expected valuation, v0, and consider a model with het-
erogeneous customers. On the day of service, customers face a random shock, ε, in their
valuation of service. The shock may be due to medical emergency, change of outside op-
tion, or simple change of mind. The shock, ε, follows a continuous distribution, G, with
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density, g, and support, (−∞,∞) and is i.i.d. over all customers. For notational simplicity,
we define a distribution for v to be F with density, f , so that F (x) = G(x− v0). We use F¯
and G¯ to denote the complement of F and G, respectively, i.e., F¯ = 1−F and G¯ = 1−G.
We assume that ε has mean 0 so that the end valuation of service, v, is in expectation the
same as the initial perception of value, v0.
Customers do not observe the queue length at the server before they show up. However,
each customer possesses a belief about how long she will have to wait to be served when
she walks into the firm without making a reservation in advance. We denote the customers’
belief about the expected waiting time using wˆ. For example, customers usually have a
good idea about what the average waiting time at their favorite restaurant is on Saturday
nights and take this knowledge into account when they make their plans. In equilibrium,
each customer’s belief about waiting time is accurate. Based on this belief and the prices
the service firm charges, customers’ decisions are first, whether to make a reservation or to
wait based on their expected valuation. On the day of service, contingent on the realized
valuation, reservation holders decide whether to exercise the option or not, and customers
without reservations decide whether to walk in or not.
Sequence of Events: Our model is a two-period model. In period 1 the firm chooses the
price of service charged to walk-in customers, pw, price of service charged to reservation
customers, pr, and the non-refundable deposit, φ. Given the prices, customers choose
whether to make a reservation or not without knowing their valuation of service. At the
beginning of period 2, the shock, ε, realizes, and customers observe their valuation of
service, v = v0 + ε. Reservation holders first decide whether to show-up or not. Customers
who were not able to secure a reservation in period 1 then decide whether to walk in or stay
home based on their realized valuation and the belief about the expected waiting time. We
use the term “advance period” interchangeably with period 1 and “spot period” or “the day
of service” interchangeably with period 2. The sequence of events is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Sequence of Events
2.3.2 Problem Formulation
In this section we characterize the Rational Expectations (RE) equilibrium resulting from
our model. Given the belief about the expected waiting time, wˆ, and the price vector,
(pw, pr, φ), chosen by the firm, customers’ decisions are summarized in Figure 2.2. In the
advance period, a customer decides whether to make a reservation or not without knowing
her valuation of service exactly. In the spot period, both reservation holders and walk-in
customers decide whether to purchase the service or not. Given the customers’ strategy, the
firm solves its profit maximization problem to compute the equilibrium price. Customers’
belief, wˆ, on the expected waiting time then should be consistent with the equilibrium
outcome, i.e., wˆ = w(λw, µw).
The Reservation Market: We first explore a reservation holder’s decision to exercise the
option or not and the resulting profit for the firm from the reservation market. On the day
of service, a customer who has made a reservation observes her valuation shock, ε, and
decides to exercise the option when her realized valuation v = v + ε is greater than the
price of service for reservation holders, pr. Recall that reservation holders need not wait
before being served when they show up. When customers follow the above strategy, the
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Figure 2.2: Customers’ Decision
expected utility gained by making a reservation is given as




Moreover, given that making a reservation is an attractive option for customers, the equi-
librium in-flow of reservation holders who exercise the option and show up on the day of
service, λr, is given as
λr = min {Λ, αµ} F¯ (pr).
Note that since customers are ex ante homogeneous, if making a reservation is attractive,
then all customers in the potential market will try to make a reservation. However, since the
firm’s capacity to take reservations is limited to αµ, it only takes min {Λ, αµ} reservations.
Hence, given that the price of service charged to reservation customers, pr, and the price
of reservation, φ, are chosen so that reservation is an attractive option over waiting, the
expected profit the firm earns from the reservation market is determined as






The Walk-in Market: Given the belief, wˆ, about the expected waiting time, a customer
who has not made a reservation in advance anticipates to incur a total cost of pw + cwˆ if
she walks in for the service on the day of service. Here, pw is the price of service charged
to walk-in customers, and c is the cost of waiting per unit time. Then, a customer with
realized valuation, v, and without reservation will walk into the firm if and only if her
belief about the net utility of walking in, v − pw − cwˆ, is greater than the outside option
that is normalized to zero. The decision of a walk-in customer on the day of service can
then be summarized as 
walk in if v ≥ pw + cwˆ,
stay home if v < pw + cwˆ.
The equilibrium walk-in arrival rate, λw(pw), is then given as
λw(pw) = max{Λ− αµ, 0}F¯ (pw + cwˆ), (2.1)
where the walk-in traffic consists of customers who were not able to secure a reservation
in advance, max{Λ − αµ, 0}, and among those who have realized valuation greater than
the total cost the customers believe to incur, F¯ (pw + cwˆ). The expected utility earned from
walking in on the day of service is then given as
Ev[uw] = Ev[v − pw − cwˆ]+ =
∫ ∞
pw+cwˆ
(v − pw − cwˆ)f(v)dv.
Given that the customers behave according to the above equilibrium, the firm’s profit
earned from the walk-in market can be written as
piw(pw) = pwλw(pw).
Firm’s Profit maximization Problem: We now formulate the firm’s profit maximiza-
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tion problem, which solves for the optimal prices. First, note that customers will make a
reservation in the advance period only when the expected utility gained by doing so,Ev[ur],
is greater than the expected utility gained by waiting, Ev[uw]. This condition becomes an
individual rationality (IR) constraint for the firm’s problem. Note that by imposing the (IR)
constraint to the firm’s profit maximization problem, we are implicitly assuming that taking
reservations is profitable to the firm, which may not necessarily be true in all cases. We
will revisit this matter when we compare the profitability reservations and walk-ins. Note
that when the (IR) constraint does not satisfy, customers will not make any reservation, and
the firm will become a pure walk-in service process. For now, we focus on the case where
the firm charges prices, (pw, pr, φ) so that making reservations is attractive to customers.
In this case, the firm’s profit maximization problem is given as
max
pw,pr,φ
pir(pr, φ) + piw(pw) (2.2)
s.t. Ev[ur] ≥ Ev[uw] (IR)
Rational Expectations Equilibrium: We use rational expectations equilibrium as a
solution approach, originated in Muth (1961) and was developed in Stokey (1981), and
define it as below.
Definition 1 A rational expectations equilibrium (p∗w, p∗r, φ∗, λ∗w, λ∗r, wˆ∗) satisfies the fol-
lowing:
(i) Customers’ strategy: Given wˆ∗, p∗w, p
∗
r , and φ
∗,

λ∗w = max{Λ− αµ, 0}F¯ (p∗w + cwˆ∗),
λ∗r = min{Λ, αµ}F¯ (p∗r).
(2.3)
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∗) = arg max
pw,pr,φ:
E[ur]≥E[uw]
min {Λ, αµ}φ+ prλ∗r + pwλ∗w.
(iii) Consistent belief:
wˆ∗ = w(λ∗w, µ
∗
w),
where µ∗w = µ− λ∗r .
Conditions (i) and (ii) assert that under expectations wˆ∗, customers and the firm will ra-
tionally choose the appropriate utility-maximizing actions. Condition (iii) assures that the
belief, wˆ∗, should coincide with the expected waiting time resulting from the equilibrium
outcome.
2.4 Analysis
Recall that our goal is to answer the following three questions: 1) How should service
firms price reservations? 2) How should services be priced with or without reservation? 3)
Should firms offer reservations or not?
2.4.1 Pricing of Reservations
To answer our first question of what the profit maximizing pricing policy for reservations
is, we focus on the equilibrium non-refundable deposit, φ∗ (the price of option), and the
price of service for reservation customers, p∗r (the strike price), in this section. We first
formally state the result of the firm’s profit maximization problem that tells us p∗r and φ
∗.
Proposition 2 (Optimal Reservation Price) For any given α ∈ (0, 1), the RE equilibrium
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(v − p∗w − cwˆ∗)f(v)dv, (2.4)
where wˆ∗ is the equilibrium belief given as in Definition 1.
Proposition 2 suggests that the best way to price reservations is to sell fully-prepaid reser-
vations by setting the price of option, φ, as high as possible and charging 0 for the price
of service when reservation holders show up to exercise the option. This is equivalent to
advance selling the capacity to customers when they have uncertainty in their valuation of
service. This is interesting in that the firm chooses to advance sell the capacity for reserva-
tion customers, while it has freedom to choose any other option prices, (pr, φ). Therefore, a
reservation holder with non-negative ex post valuation will show up to claim the valuation.
This outcome is socially efficient because when a customer with non-negative realized val-
uation receives the service, it adds welfare to the whole society, while the prices are only
economic transfers within the society.
Although selling fully-prepaid reservations seems to be a rare practice in reality, there
are some restaurants that sell tickets for their prix-fixe menu for certain date and time. If a
customer does not show up after purchasing a ticket, then no refund is given, and the ticket
can be thought of as an option with zero strike price.
2.4.2 Pricing of Services
In order to answer our second question, we compare the equilibrium walk-in price, p∗w,
and the equilibrium reservation price, (φ∗, p∗r) in this section. For a proper comparison, we
assume that the market size is large enough, Λ > µ, so that there are enough customers who
are willing to wait and walk-in on the day of service. In this section, in order to properly
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compare the two prices for reservations and walk-ins, we only consider the case where it is
profitable for the firm to both take reservations and reserve some capacity to serve walk-in
customers. Thus, we endogenize the booking limits for reservations, α, as a decision to the
firm’s revised profit maximization problem defined as the following:
max
pw,pr,φ,α,




(v − pr)f(v)dv − φF (pr − φ)−
∫
pw+cwˆ
(v − pw − cwˆ)f(v)dv ≥ 0, if α > 0,
α ∈ [0, 1],
and compare the prices when the optimal capacity reserved for reservations, α∗, is an inte-
rior solution with α∗ ∈ (0, 1).
When the firm optimally chooses to reserve positive capacity for both reservation cus-
tomers and walk-in customers, we show that the equilibrium price a reservation holder
pays, φ∗, is strictly less than the equilibrium price of service for walk-in customers, p∗w.
The following proposition formally states this.
Proposition 3 (Price of Service) Assume that Λ > µ and the optimal proportion of ca-







Hereby, we answer our second question of how the firm should price its service. This
result states that if a firm can charge a different price for service to its reservation holders
compared to that charged to customers walking in, it should give a discount to customers
who pay money to buy an option before realizing their valuation of service and bear the
risk of paying a price when they have chance not to claim the option.
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To understand why the price of reservation φ∗ is strictly less than p∗w, let us assume that
the two prices are equally set to p so that pw = φ = p. Then, for each unit of capacity set
aside to serve reservation customers the firm earns price, p, independent of the reservation
holder’s choice to show up or not. However, for a unit of capacity set aside to serve walk-in
customers the firm earns strictly less than p since a queueing system needs slack capacity
to prevent the queue from exploding to infinity. Therefore, if the price of reservation were
either greater than or equal to the price of service charged to walk-in customers, it would
be more profitable for the firm to reserve its entire capacity to take reservations. This
contradicts our assumption that the firm is optimally reserving positive capacity to walk-in
customers, and shows that in equilibrium φ∗ < p∗w when α
∗ ∈ (0, 1).
Now, a natural question that follows is when does the firm indeed want to take both
reservations and walk-ins. We answer this question by solving for the optimal proportion
of capacity that should be reserved to take reservations.
2.4.3 Setting Booking Limits for Reservations
In this section we answer our last question: When is it profitable for the firm to take reser-
vations? To answer this question, we solve for the optimal proportion of capacity that
should be reserved for appointments, (2.5), and let α∗(Λ) denote the optimal booking limit
for reservations as a function of market size, Λ, when the capacity is fixed to µ.
We begin our analysis by comparing the firm’s profit under two special case models,
pure reservation (α = 1) and pure walk-in (α = 0), under the same market size and capac-
ity. Under pure reservation system, the entire capacity is sold as an option, and customers
cannot walk into the service process on the day of service. The firm decides the equi-
librium price of option, φ˜∗, and the equilibrium strike price, p˜∗r . Throughout, we use the
“tilde” symbol (˜·) to denote equilibrium measures of a pure system (i.e. either a pure walk-









s.t. Ev[ur] ≥ 0.








On the other hand, under pure walk-in system, the customers cannot make a reservation
in advance, and the firm decides the price, p˜∗w. In other words, pure walk-in system can
be considered as the firm allowing spot selling only. When reservation is not offered, the




where λ˜∗w = ΛF¯ (p˜
∗
w + cwˆ
∗), and wˆ∗ = w(λ˜∗w, µ) in equilibrium.
Now, we compare the equilibrium profits under the two special cases and address that
a firm with a sufficiently small market size is better off under pure reservation system,
whereas a firm with a sufficiently large potential market performs better under pure walk-
in system.
Proposition 4 (Market Size) Let p˜i∗w(Λ) and p˜i∗r(Λ) be the equilibrium profit for the firm
as a function of Λ, under pure walk-in system and that under pure reservation system,
respectively. Then given a fixed µ and the valuation distribution, F , there exists Λ˜ such
that
(i) p˜i∗w(Λ) ≤ p˜i∗r(Λ), for all Λ ≤ Λ˜,
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(ii) p˜i∗w(Λ) > p˜i
∗
r(Λ), for all Λ > Λ˜.
Note that customers’ purchasing decisions under pure reservation system are made ex ante
so that the firm’s price decision, (p˜∗r, φ˜
∗), depends purely on the customers’ valuation dis-
tribution, F , and not on the market size, Λ. Therefore, the price and the profit the firm can
earn under pure reservation system do not change as the market size increases. Neverthe-
less, since the walk-in customers’ purchasing decisions are made after they realize their
valuations, the firm can find more customers with higher valuation as the market size in-
creases. To illustrate, let us assume that the valuation of consumption, v, follows a uniform
distribution, U(0, $100). If there are 100 customers in the market, the realized valuations
of top 75 customers are likely to be greater than $25, while if the market size is 200, those
75 customers would have valuations greater than $62.5. Hence, the firm can charge higher
price when the potential market is larger, and earn more profit. This explains why pure
walk-in system performs better in larger markets, while pure reservation system is more
profitable in smaller markets.
Popular restaurants in New York City such as Grimaldi’s Pizzeria and Roberto are well
known for not taking reservations and have their customers queue up to dine at their restau-
rants. There are currently more restaurants that are adopting the strategy to not take any
reservation and operate as a pure walk-in restaurant. There are many reasons for them to
switch to a pure walk-in system, but one thing the restaurant managers agree is that they
need high traffic for the pure walk-in system to work (Collins, 2010).
Next, we consider how scaling up the demand and the capacity changes a firm’s equi-
librium profit under pure walk-in system and that under pure reservation system.
Proposition 5 (Economies of Scale) Let p˜i∗w(Λ, µ) and p˜i∗r(Λ, µ) be the optimal profit for
the firm as a function of parameters, Λ and µ, under pure walk-in system and that under
pure reservation system, respectively. For any given Λ, µ, and n > 1,
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(1) p˜i∗w(nΛ, nµ) > np˜i
∗
w(Λ, µ), (increasing returns to scale)
(2) p˜i∗r(nΛ, nµ) = np˜i
∗
r(Λ, µ). (constant returns to scale)
We find that scaling the market size and capacity by the same constant, n > 1, scales
the walk-in profit by greater than n, while the same scaling in potential market size and
capacity only scales the pure reservation profit exactly by n. This means that pure walk-in
system has increasing returns to scale, while pure reservation system has constant returns
to scale.
With the intuition developed above, we now return to the “hybrid” system and discuss
the result of the capacity allocation problem, (2.5), which is summarized in the following
proposition:
Proposition 6 (Optimal Booking Limit) Let Λ′ > Λ > µ. Then, corresponding optimal






This result conforms to our previous finding in Proposition 4. In Proposition 4 we stated
that for a service firm with greater market size, pure walk-in system brings higher profit
than pure reservation system. This is also true in the hybrid system, so that the capacity that
should be reserved decreases as the market size increases. Moreover, when the market size
increases above a certain value, it shows that operating as a pure walk-in service process
performs better than accepting any reservations. In other words, when potential market size
is large, the service firm should spot sell all its capacity. Note that this is similar to setting a
protection limit in a revenue management problem. Our result suggests that when potential
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market size is large, service firms should set the protection limit to its entire capacity.
2.5 Extensions
2.5.1 Heterogeneous Customers
In this section, we relax the assumption of all customers having equal ex ante valuation
and analyze the firm’s equilibrium reservation pricing strategy when the customers have
heterogeneous expected valuation, v0. We assume that a customer is either of two types,
high or low. For mathematical simplicity we consider a pure reservation system in this
section. We denote i ∈ {H,L} to be a superscript that represents the type of a customer.
Customer’s ex ante expected valuation is vH0 if the customer is of high-type and v
L
0 if she
is of low-type, where vH0 > v
L
0 . q ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion of high-type customers in
the potential market, which is exogenously given and fixed. Type-i customer’s ex post
valuation of service is given as vi = vi0 + ε with ε being her valuation shock, which
realizes on the day of service. We denote the equilibrium price vector of the firm with
heterogeneous customers as (ph∗r , φ
h∗), where the superscript, h, represents “heterogeneity”
in customer types. Given a price vector, (phr , φ
h), type-i customers’ expected utility of





0 + ε− phr ]+ = −φ+
∫ ∞
phr−vi0
(vi0 + ε− phr )g(ε)dε.
Type-i customers then make a reservation when Eε[uir] is no less than the outside option,
which is normalized to 0.
With heterogeneous customer types, there are two possible strategies for the firm: (i)
Charge the price of reservation and the strike price of service to the level that only high-type
customers make reservations. (ii) Charge the prices so that both high-type and low-type
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customers purchase reservations. Note that high-type customers gain higher utility from
making reservations than low-type customers, and the case where only low-type customers




r ] ≥ 0 (IC-H) Eε[uHr ] ≥ 0 (IC-H)
Eε[u
L
r ] < 0 (IC-H) Eε[u
L
r ] ≥ 0 (IC-H)
if strategy (i) is adopted. if strategy (ii) is adopted.
For each strategy, the firm solves its profit maximization problem given as (2.2) subject to
corresponding (IC) constraints. After comparing the maximum profits that can be earned
from the two strategies, the firm decides its price vector, (phr , φ
h). By solving this profit
maximization problem, we can show the following:
Proposition 7 (Prices with Heterogeneous Customers) Let (ph∗r , φh∗) denote the equilib-
rium price vector for the firm. When there are two types of customers in the potential mar-
ket, for fixed Λ and µ there exists q˜ ∈ (0, 1), such that















0 + ε− ph∗r )g(ε)dε.
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The above proposition shows that when there are enough proportion of customers that have
high expected valuation, the firm should have only the high-type customers make reserva-
tions. In this case, the firm sells fully-prepaid reservations. The price of reservation is equal
to the expected gain, while the strike price is equal to zero. However, as more customers
have low expected valuation of service, the firm is better off by selling partially-prepaid
reservations than by selling fully-prepaid reservations. This is because when both types of
customers purchase reservations, then the firm can no longer extract all surplus from the
high-type customers, and selling options works similarly to price discrimination between
customers with high ex post valuation and those with lower ex post service valuation.
2.5.2 Overbooking
In this section, we consider the option to overbook under pure reservation system. Note
that overbooking affects the firm’s operation only when the market size is greater than the
capacity, and thus, we will focus on the case, where Λ > µ, for this section. When the mar-
ket size is smaller than or equal to the capacity, the analysis is equivalent to that under pure
reservation system without overbooking. Now, let (po∗r , φ
o∗) denote the equilibrium reser-
vation price vector when the firm overbooks its capacity, where the superscript o represents
“overbooking”.
Given any price vector, (por, φ
o), the firm anticipates that fraction F (por) of customers
who have purchased a reservation will not exercise the reservation on the day of service.
Thus, the firm can, in expectation, sell up to µ/F¯ (por) reservations without having to reject
any reservation-holding customers due to shortage of capacity on the day of service. The












This expression shows that when the potential market size Λ is smaller than the amount of
reservation the firm can handle, the firm takes Λ reservations. The firm’s profit maximiza-
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s.t. − φo +
∫ ∞
por
(v − por)f(v)dv ≥ 0.
Solving the above optimization problem gives the equilibrium price policy, (po∗r , φ
o∗), as
the following proposition suggests.
Proposition 8 (Overbooking Prices) For fixed Λ and µ, with Λ > µ, the equilibrium price
vector, (po∗r , φ
o∗), is given as the following:















(v − po∗r )f(v)dv.
The result states that when the market size is small so that there is enough capacity to
serve everybody that are willing to receive the service when it is given for free, then the
firm should sell fully-prepaid reservations, or in other words, reservation should take the
form of advance selling. As in the case without overbooking, the strike price (or the price
of service) charged to reservation holders should be zero, and the price customers pay to
make a reservation should equal the expected gain from reservation.
On the other hand, when the capacity is not as large as to cover the entire market when
the service is provided for free, then the firm should sell partially-prepaid reservations. In
other words, customers should pay φo∗ > 0 in period 1 for the right to purchase the service
in period 2 at price po∗r > 0. The firm sets the price of option, φ
o∗ > 0, so that it can sell
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the option to the entire market, Λ, while it sets the strike price, po∗r > 0. so that the capacity
can, in expectation, serve all customers who exercise the option.
Note that when we allow overbooking, capacity that was reserved but was unclaimed
by a customer has additional value to the value of capacity, φo∗. Because there are more
than one customer who booked the capacity, there will be customers who are willing to pay
the strike price, po∗r , and claim the option. This model with overbooking is equivalent to the
model Gallego and S¸ahin (2006) use in their paper. Allowing for overbooking, they show
that the use of a call option results in higher profit than the forward selling does unless
capacity is large enough to satisfy demand when the product is free, which is in line with
the result we just showed.
However, note that the above result showing overbooking as a profitable policy to the
firm holds when the profits were computed ex ante. While overbooking seems to benefit
the firm’s profit, there is always a chance that all reservation holders will show up ex post to
exercise the option. Although this may be a rarity for large firms that are protected by the
law of large numbers, smaller firms should exercise caution when adopting overbooking
policies.
2.6 Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the optimal reservation pricing policy that results in the highest
revenue. We build an analytic framework where a service firm is modeled as a queue, and
reservations are modeled as call-options, i.e., customers pay a non-refundable deposit when
they are uncertain about the valuation of consumption in return for a no-wait guarantee. We
assume that customers are endowed with rational expectations about the waiting time they
will face if they walk in to receive the service on spot, and solve for the RE equilibrium
price of service and the deposit for reservation.
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We offer three main recommendations to service firms. First, service firms should ad-
vance sell their reservations by charging the full price of service as the non-refundable de-
posit and charging zero strike price. This results in an socially efficient outcome in that cus-
tomers with non-negative ex post valuation will show up and receive the service. However,
such high non-refundable deposit may not be warranted when customers have heteroge-
neous expected valuation, in which case the firm should sell partially-prepaid reservations.
Second, we show that reservation customers should be given discounts compared to the
price of service charged to walk-in customers to encourage them to purchase the option
despite having uncertainty about their future valuation at the point of purchase. Third, by
solving for the optimal booking limit for reservations, we show that it is optimal to book
less capacity for reservations as the potential market size increases. In particular, when the
market size becomes greater than a certain threshold, it is optimal for the service firm to
operate as a pure walk-in system, and thus, sell all its capacity on the spot.
The recommendations made above have solid theoretical support, but there are addi-
tional considerations when it comes to implementing them in practice. How would the
customers feel about paying such a high non-refundable deposit to make reservations and
being charged a different price from other customers? To address these issues there are
multiple directions to take. One way is to model the interaction between the firm and
customers as a repeated game, where the firm has to consider future customer goodwill.
Another broad topic is to incorporate hidden information and reputation concerns. For ex-
ample, when service valuation is unknown, the reservation policy can be a useful signaling
device. Finally, we can incorporate behavioral concerns such as loss aversion and fairness.
Even in the simplest one-shot settings, customers may not respond to price discrimination
and reservation deposits in the perfectly rational manner as modeled in this paper. Future
work can explore how to fine-tune our recommendations.
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Chapter 3
Workload Inequality and Fairness
Concerns in Service Firms
3.1 Introduction
Service firms often hire multiple workers to supply necessary capacity, but difference in
server ability leads to variance in quality. When customers can observe the difference in
server quality, they tend to crowd the higher quality sever, and the better workers end up
being overloaded with more customers. According to statistics provided by Korean labor
organization, workers with higher ability tend to receive more work and burn out more
easily than those with lower ability in the same hierarchical rank do (Kim, 2013). This
disparity in workload triggers the good workers’ fairness concerns and lead them to work
less hard. When customers also care for equality and dislike receiving lower quality service
than others, crowding and worker demotivation for higher quality server exacerbate.
In education, for example, class size inequality causes envy among teachers (Symour,
1999), and larger class size lowers teacher morale (Glass, 1982). In college, students can
easily observe each others’ performance and are subject to high level of competition and
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fairness concerns. Since instructors’ teaching quality is easily shown to the students, when
students are given freedom to choose their instructors, better instructors end up with larger
classes. Overloaded instructors then may find an incentive to deliberately put less effort to
avoid having too much students. “And yes, if I could figure out how to get students to drop
my class, I probably would,” writes an instructor that teaches math to college students in
Texas on her blog, complaining that her class size is much larger compared to other small
classes.
In this paper, we consider two ways to deal with worker demotivation due to fairness
concerns on workload: eliminating and compensating. A firm can eliminate inequality
by distributing customers fairly between workers. This can be done by routing customers
evenly or setting the same capacity limit across different workers. On the other hand, the
firm can let the inequality in workload persist, but compensate the workers for having more
work, which is done by paying workers piece rate. We compare the two remedies in two
metrics, expected customer utility and expected quality, to give recommendations under
different operational environment.
More specifically, we answer the following questions by modeling the interaction be-
tween customers and two workers with different abilities. (1) How does worker fairness
concern and workload inequality affect expected customer utility and average quality? (2)
What is the best mode of operation that deals with negative effects of worker fairness con-
cerns due to workload disparity and leads to high customer utility and quality? (3) What
happens when customers dislike inequality in service quality? What mode of operation
should firms choose when customers care for fairness as well?
Our results show that workload disparity leads better workers to work less hard because
they will become overcrowded when they provide higher quality service. Eliminating in-
equality in workload helps fix the situation and provides higher expected customer utility
and average quality, but compensating workers per customers they serve works even better.
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However, when customers also care for equality in service quality, congestion externality
for the higher quality server exacerbates, and a remedy that leads to both high customer
expected utility and average quality no longer exists. In this case, quality-utility trade-off
exists, and paying workers piece rate leads to high expected quality but low customer ex-
pected utility by increasing service quality difference. In this case, distributing workload
fairly between workers emerges as an option, which provides reasonable quality without
sacrificing customer utility too much.
As far as the authors are aware of, this is the first paper to model fairness concerns of
workers in service firms. Usually, papers that consider fairness in congestion prone envi-
ronment talks about customer fairness concerns about service speed or priority in service.
However, our paper considers fairness in workload distribution for workers and fairness in
service quality for customers. Variability in service quality due to inherent difference in
server ability is a well known problem to operations managers. We believe that this paper
can be the first step to model fairness concerns of decision makers in service processes and
provide recommendations for service firms based on analytical results.
3.2 Literature Review
This paper relates to literature on fairness concerns of decision makers in economic games.
Earlier researches in this stream of literature were experimental works, which showed that
people care about fairness so that they may deviate from what standard game theory pre-
dicts to achieve more equitable outcomes in various economic games. Kahneman et al.
(1986) demonstrate three experiments to show people’s are willing to enforce fairness even
at some cost to themselves. Gu¨th and Tietz (1990) and Camerer and Thaler (1995) show in
bilateral ultimatum experiments that people agree on more equitable outcomes than what
maximizes their material payoff. Charness and Rabin (2002) design a range of simple ex-
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periment games that show social preferences such as difference aversion models and social
welfare models. Many theoretical models were also demonstrated to explain the above
empirical results. Just to name a few, Rabin (1993) introduces fairness equilibrium, which
reflects people’s social preference to help those who help them and hurt those who hurt
them. Fehr and Schmidt (1999) introduce inequality aversion to explain how people ex-
ploit their market power in competitive markets but not in bilateral bargaining situations.
Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) demonstrate an equity, reciprocity, and competition (ERC)
model, constructed on the premise that people are motivated by both their pecuniary pay-
off and their relative standing. These papers study fairness concerns between agents that
are playing bilateral games which do not represent the workers’ fairness considerations on
workload in their workplace.
There is a literature on workers’ fairness concerns among peer workers toward their
wage, workload, and compensation, to which our work relates more closely. Singh (1995)
conducts laboratory experiments to show what people think is a fair allocation of pay be-
tween workers based on relative workload, and showed that the fair pay function had a
sigmoidal shape characterized by floor and ceiling effects, alluding wage compression.
Clark and Oswald (1996) show empirical evidence that job satisfaction is dependent on rel-
ative income, and negatively correlated with reference income. Charness and Kuhn (2007)
test whether relative wage affects workers’ effort levels in a simple gift-exchange labor
market and show that workers do not protest underpayment relative to a coworker by with-
drawing effort. Frank (1984) examines empirical evidence that when workers are free to
choose their coworkers, the competitive wage rates vary substantially less than do indi-
vidual productivity values. In their paper, relative income status is treated as a good that
can either be purchased at the expense of lower income or sold for higher income. Lazear
(1989) shows, by a theoretical model, that wage compression is efficient because it reduces
uncooperative behavior of workers. In his paper, there is a trade-off between lower in-
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centives for hard work and reduction in uncooperative behavior of workers when the firm
compresses the wage dispersion. Mirrlees (1971) determines the optimal redistribution of
income among workers in the form of taxation. Here, conflict between distribution and
incentives arise because the social planner lacks perfect information about the abilities of
individuals. Meyer and Mookherjee (1987) design a system of rewards for productive ef-
fort that balances distributive considerations with the provision of effort incentives under
the uncertainty in production processes and a moral hazard problem. Goel and Thakor
(2006) seek for the optimal contract when agents envy one another and show that there are
both positive and negative effects of envy to the principal’s profit: It decreases the agents’
utility, thereby increases the reservation wage, but motivates hard work, and increases pro-
ductivity. Our work is related to this literature in that it models horizontal fairness concerns
among peer workers on workload, and compares between fair distribution of workload and
paying incentives to find a way to mitigate the fairness concerns. However, our model dif-
fers significantly from any of the above papers since we model a three-party interaction
among customers, workers, and a service firm, while customers pose negative externality
to one another by making the server crowded and workers cause envy to each other.
Another stream of literature our work has connection to is that on fairness in queues
because we are interested in fairness concerns of people involved in service settings which
are prone to congestion. Larson (1987), Schmitt et al. (1992), and Rafaeli et al. (2003)
study the psychology of customers waiting in line towards fairness in the order they receive
service. They talk about how seeing others wait a shorter line is perceived as unfair by
customers. Rafaeli et al. (2003) test whether waiting in line should be viewed as a social
system with norms or whether behavior in queue can be explained solely by individual’s
personal interests and cost vs. benefit calculations. Rafaeli et al. (2003) conducts four ex-
periments to see whether technical and physical features of a waiting process can produce
perception of unfairness, independent of the actual time-waited experience. Our paper is re-
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lated to these works in that we are interested in the participants’ behaviors that are affected
by their perception on fairness. Also, there are more technical papers that are interested
in measuring how fair a queue is based on the order customers are served. Shreedhar and
Varghese (1995), Wierman and Harchol-Balter (2003), Avi-Itzhak and Levy (2004), and
Raz et al. (2004) propose different measures of order of service fairness in queues. All
papers mentioned above, either psychologically or mathematically, study the fairness con-
cerns of customers that rise due to the order they are served or the time they need to wait
compared to others. Our work work is different in that we are interested in modeling the
fairness concerns of not only the people that are waiting to receive service but also those
of the servers that have different workload based on the number of customers they need to
serve.
3.3 Model
Service Firm: A monopolistic service firm hires two servers to provide service to cus-
tomers. In our base model, the firm pays its two servers a fixed equal wage, regardless of
their performance. The firm faces a fixed demand, Λ.
Servers: There are two servers of different types, high and low, where the types represent
the ability of the workers. We use i to denote the type of a server, i ∈ {H,L}. Type-i server
has a cost of effort, ci, where cH < cL, i.e., the high-type server has lower cost of effort
than the low-type server. We use the term effort and quality interchangeably throughout
the paper, assuming that higher effort results in higher quality for each server, and denote
type-i server’s service quality as qi. We call the traffic of customers served by type-iworker
λi, and define α as the proportion of customers that are served by the high-type server, i.e.,
λH = αΛ and λH + λL = Λ. Since servers are paid equally, if the workload between the
two is different, the server with higher workload feels unfair and incurs cost δ per addi-
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tional customer she serves. We call δ a fairness parameter of the workers, and it captures
the degree of workers’ aversion against unfairness.
When type-i worker exerts effort level of qi and serves λi customers, then her utility is
given as




i + ξλi − δ(λi − λ−i)+,
where −i is a subscript used to denote the remaining server other than type-i server. Note





i . ξ represents a cost or a reward to the workers associated with workload.
We assume that ξ = κ − η, where κ ≥ 0 is a reward to the worker per unit of workload.
For example, if the firm pays the workers incentive, κ, per customer they serve, then κ
represents the piece rate. On the other hand, η ≥ 0 represents the cost workers incur per
unit of workload. For simplicity, we assume that η = 0 throughout the paper, and for our
base model, κ also equals zero because there is no additional reward paid to the workers
per customer served. Therefore, ξ = κ− η = 0 for our base model.
Customers: Customers who receive service from type-i server enjoy utility of qi, but incur
cost from crowding. The cost of crowding at each server linearly increases in the volume
of customers receiving service from the server. The utility function of a customer served
by type-i worker is then given as
uci = qi − cλi,
where c is the crowding cost each customer imposes to other customers that are served by
the same server.
Equilibrium: We call the base case of our model a “No Intervention model” and label
it using a superscript N since the firm does not intervene with the interactions between
the workers and the customers. Workers then decide their quality levels, while customers
decide which server to receive service from. Workers and customers choose their actions
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simultaneously to maximize their utility, and the equilibrium is defined as the following.
Definition 9 The equilibrium of the simultaneous game between the workers and the cus-
tomers, (qNH , q
N
L , α
N) satisfies the following.
(i) Customers’ strategy: Given qNH and q
N
L ,
qNH − cαNΛ = qNL − c(1− αN)Λ, if qNH − qNL < cΛ,
αN = 1, if qNH − qNL > cΛ.
(3.1)
(ii) Type-i server’s strategy: Given αN and qN−i,






i − δ(λi − λ−i)+, (3.2)
where λH = αΛ and λL = (1− α)Λ.
Measurements of Interest: After solving for the equilibrium, we compute customers’
expected utility, U , which is defined as
U = αucH + (1− α)ucL. (3.3)
Also, we are interested in the expected quality, Q, defined as
Q = αqH + (1− α)qL. (3.4)
3.4 Analysis
In this section, we provide analysis for the model to show a negative effect of worker
fairness concerns on service quality and consider two ways to alleviate the effect. We
first show the expected customer utility and expected quality when workers do not have
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any fairness concern to provide benchmark. Then we show the equilibrium results under
the base model, where workers are paid equal fixed wage, the elimination remedy, where
workload is distributed fairly, and the compensation remedy, where workers are paid a
piece rate. Then in section 3.4.5, we compare the different modes of operation based on
the two performance measures, expected utility and quality, to find the best one.
3.4.1 No Fairness Benchmark
Before we analyze the effect of fairness concerns of workers, we introduce the case where
no worker feels any fairness concern even in the presence of workload inequality as a
benchmark. The underlying model for this case is equivalent to the base model introduced
in the previous section with the worker fairness concern, δ, being zero, so that the utility
function for the i-type worker is becomes





Note that the utility function no longer depends on the difference of workload, λi − λj ,
and the equilibrium outcome can be obtained by solving for (qH , qL, α) as in Definition 9,
which is summarized as the following.
Lemma 10 Assume that the firm pays workers fixed equal wage and that customers choose
their servers selfishly. When the workers do not have any fairness concern on workload,
i.e., δ = 0, then the equilibrium, (q0H , q
0
L, α
0), the resulting customer expected utility, U0,
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Note that when workers do not have fairness concern on workload, they choose their level
of effort so that the marginal return from effort equals the marginal cost of effort, and their
quality decisions do not depend on workload disparity. More customers choose to be served
by higher quality server because the higher quality allows the customers to overcome higher
cost of crowding.





, exceeds a threshold, cΛ, then no customer chooses the low quality
server. This happens when the market size, Λ, is small so that the high quality server alone
has enough capacity to serve the entire market. Also, when customers do not care much
about crowding with the cost of crowding, c, being negligible, then customers will decide
their server based heavily on service quality and will not choose the low quality server. In






3.4.2 A Model of Fairness Concerns Among Workers in Service Firms
We now show how worker fairness concern combined with workload disparity can lead the
high-quality worker to work less hard. In order to do so, we turn to our base model with
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non-zero worker fairness concern parameter, δ > 0. Recall that in this case, workers are
paid fixed equal wage, while customers choose servers selfishly based on service quality
and cost of crowding. The resulting service quality are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 11 When the firm pays workers fixed equal wage and customers choose their
servers selfishly, then the equilibrium, (qNH , q
N
L , α
N), the resulting expected customer utility,


































































































Note that the high-type worker’s service quality when she cares about fairness in work-
load, qNH , is lower than that under the case where she does not care about fairness, q
0
H .
This is because more customers crowd at the high quality server as her service quality be-
comes higher compared to the quality at the low-type server. Thus, in order to avoid being
overcrowded H-type worker has an incentive to lower her service quality when she is con-
cerned about fairness in workload. This is captured by the term − δ
c
in (3.6). When the
cost of crowding, c, is high, less customers will choose the H-type server despite the high
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quality so that the H-type worker decreases her service quality by smaller amount. As the
fairness concern of the high-quality worker increases, i.e., as δ increases, the high-quality
worker has higher incentive to lower her service quality. Moreover, when the high-quality
worker’s fairness concern becomes very large, then she will choose her service quality as
low as the service quality of the low-type worker so that the workload becomes exactly
equal between the two servers. Note that the resulting expected customer utility, U , and the
average quality, Q, are both lower when workers have fairness concerns than when they do
not, i.e., UN < U0 and QN < Q0.
3.4.3 Impact of Workload Inequality on Work Performance
In the previous section, we have seen that when workers are paid the same wage and cus-
tomers choose their servers selfishly, the high-type worker’s service quality drops due to
fairness concern on workload. In this section, we consider one remedy to remove the neg-
ative effect of fairness concern on service quality: “eliminating” inequality in workload.
This can be done by distributing the equal number of customers to the two workers regard-
less of their service qualities. We call this mode of operation a “fair workload distribution
policy” and use F to denote “Fair distribution”. An example of this practice in the real
world is the equal class enrollment capacities for college core classes taught by multiple
instructors in parallel regardless of the instructors’ quality.
Under this intervention, customers do not make any decision, but the firm commits to
route customers equally between the two workers independent of their service values. The
resulting quality levels are not an equilibrium outcome because once the quality level is
set by the workers, the firm has an incentive to route more customers to the higher quality
server. However, given that the firm can credibly commit to distribute customers equally
between workers, α = 1
2
, type-i worker’s decision is to choose her service quality that
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satisfies







The outcome under fair workload distribution scheme is summarized as the following.
Lemma 12 Let αF , qFi , UF , and QF denote the proportion of customers that are being
served by the H-type worker, service quality level of the i-type worker, the expected cus-
tomer utility, and the average quality, respectively, when the firm commits to set equal



































When equal workload is given to the workers regardless of their service qualities, the high-
quality server no longer has any reason to lower her quality since lowering quality does not
reduce workload. Since the firm promised to fix the workload for each worker to half the
total workload, the workload term λi becomes a constant in type-iworker’s utility function,
and the worker chooses the quality level that maximizes qi− 12ciq2i without worrying about
disutility from unequal workload distribution. Thus, there is no incentive for the workers to
reduce the quality level below the level where marginal cost of effort equals the marginal
utility from delivering quality. Thus, the quality level for the high-quality worker qFH =
1
cH
is equal to that without worker fairness concerns, q0H =
1
cH
, which is strictly higher than









3.4.4 How to Mitigate Worker Fairness Concerns
In the previous section, we saw how a firm can alleviate workers’ incentive to lower service
quality resulting from fairness concern on workload by eliminating inequality in workload.
In this section, we consider an alternative way: compensating for work. In this case, the
firm no longer controls the distribution of customers between workers directly, but pays
each worker incentive per customer she serves. Customers selfishly decide which server to
receive service from based on the service quality and the cost of crowding for each server.
We assume that the incentive the firm pays workers per head, κ > 0, is a fixed constant.
Since serving more customers adds positive utility to workers, they no longer feel unfair
about serving more customers, i.e, δ = 0.
Given customers’ decision, α, the equilibrium (qIH , q
I
L, α
I) is defined as in Definition 9,






The superscript I represents “incentives”.
Solving for the equilibrium gives the following results.
Lemma 13 When the firm pays piece rate to workers, and the customers choose their










































































Note that when workers are paid piece rate, there is no longer any incentive for the workers
to lower their service quality due to fairness concerns. Oppositely, there is now incentive for





. As the cost of crowding, c, for customers increases this incentive is
reduced because customers will be less likely to crowd for higher quality server, and the
effect of quality on customers’ decisions will be reduced. Note that the positive effect of
compensation on service quality not only affects the high-quality server but also increases
the low-quality server. The resulting service qualities for workers, (qIH , q
I
L), are higher than
those without any intervention, (qNH , q
N
L ).
3.4.5 Comparing the Modes of Operation
In this section, we compare the three modes of operation, (N ) no intervention, (F ) fair
distribution of workload, and (I) paying workers incentive per customer served, to find a
way to deal with worker demotivation due to workload disparity. The measures we are
interested in are customer expected utility, U , and expected quality, Q. We examine which
mode of operation works well in terms of these measurements under what circumstances
and why. The following proposition summarizes the results.
Proposition 14 (Expected Customer Utility) Let UN , UF , and U I be customer expected
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utility when the firm does not intervene, distributes customers equally between workers,
and pays workers piece rate, respectively. Then
UN < UF < U I ,
for all δ > 0.
Proposition 14 shows that when workers dislike having higher workload compared to their
colleagues, then 1) just distributing workload equally between workers without changing
the payment scheme increases customer satisfaction level, and 2) when the firm pays work-
ers incentive per customer they serve, then customer expected utility becomes even higher.
When the firm eliminates the workload inequality by allocating the same number of
customers between the two workers, then the ex ante customer utility increases compared
to that under the no-intervention case. This is interesting because merely redistributing
workload without incurring additional cost increases customer satisfaction. This is due
to the fact that by allocating workload equally between workers, the high-quality server’s
incentive to lower service quality to avoid higher workload goes away. Moreover, equally
distributing customers between workers is of additional benefit to overall customer utility
because it minimizes the total congestion externality customers experience by avoiding
heavy crowd in higher quality server.
Compensating for workload inequality by paying workers piece rate while letting cus-
tomers and workers choose their own actions selfishly results in the highest customer ex-
pected utility when workers are fairness concerned. When workers are paid incentive based
on workload, higher workload becomes a positive thing tied to higher payment, and fair-
ness concern on workload disappears. Thus, high-quality worker puts even more effort in
quality to attract more customers. In addition, when workers are paid piece rate, the low-
quality worker also puts higher effort than she would do without any intervention or under
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the fair workload distribution policy.
From the above proposition, we showed that when workers dislike serving more cus-
tomers than peer workers, then paying workers incentive per customer brings the highest
customer expected utility. Now, we turn to expected quality levels and see whether com-
pensating servers based on customers they serve work equally well in terms of quality as
well. We compare the expected quality levels under the three modes of operation in the
following proposition.
Proposition 15 (Expected Quality) LetQN ,QF , andQI be the expected quality when the
firm does not intervene (N ), distributes customers equally between workers (F ), and pays
workers incentive per customer they serve (I), respectively. Then for any given κ > 0
QF < QN < QI , if 0 < δ < δ˜,
QN < QF < QI , if δ > δ˜,



























Before we compare the expected quality levels under different modes of operation, it is
worth mentioning two factors that lead to higher expected quality. First, having higher
individual service qualities, (qH , qL), from the workers results in higher average quality.
When the individual quality vector, (qH , qL), is large, then it is likely that the expected
quality, Q = αqH + (1 − α)qL is large. Second, average quality level becomes higher
when more customers receive service from high quality service, i.e., when the high-quality
server has higher exposure to the customers. This can be seen again in the average quality
formula, Q = αqH + (1− α)qL, which increases as α increases.
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From Proposition 15, we see that compensating for workload results in the highest
expecte quality compared to other two policies. This is because paying workers piece rate
increases the individual quality levels, and letting customers choose their servers selfishly
increases the exposure of the high-quality server to the customers. Thus, the two reasons
for higher average quality mentioned previously satisfy under the piece rate policy, and
results in high average quality.
When we compare between the case without any intervention and the case where work-
load is equally distributed, we need to consider a trade-off between high individual quality
levels (high (qH , qL)) and high exposure to high-quality server (high α). When the firm
does not intervene, individual quality levels are lower, but customer exposure(congestion)
to high-quality server is higher. When the firm distributes workload fairly between work-
ers, individual quality levels are higher, but customer congestion at the high-quality server
is lower. When worker fairness concern is negligible, i.e., when δ is small, individual
quality decrease due to worker fairness concern becomes negligible compared to the qual-
ity increase due to high exposure under the no intervention policy. Thus, expected qual-
ity is higher when the firm does not intervene and lets the customers choose their own
server. However, as worker fairness concern grows, quality decrease overwhelms the ben-
efit of higher exposure of the high-quality service, and fairly distributing workload results
in higher expected customer utility.
From the above comparisons in Proposition 14 and Proposition 15, we showed two
facts. When workers highly dislike having higher workload than others, then eliminating
the worker fairness concern by distributing workload equally between workers increases
customer expected utility and expected quality. However, compensating for workload by
paying workers incentive per customer they serve results in even higher customer expected
utility and quality because having higher workload becomes a positive thing to workers
when they are paid per customer they serve.
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Note that according to the results we have seen so far, paying workers piece rate and
letting customers choose their servers is dominant over all other policies both in terms of
utility and quality when workers dislike unequal distribution of workload. However, many
service firms, follow other modes of operation besides compensating workers per customer
served. In the following section, we answer when these other modes of operation can be a
good strategy to consider.
3.5 Interaction with Customer Fairness Concerns
So far, we have looked at how workers’ fairness concern on workload distribution affects
customer expected utility and average quality. We found ways to alleviate workers’ in-
centive to lower service quality due to fairness concerns. We showed that when worker
fairness concern is high, then eliminating workload inequality can increase both average
customer utility and average quality. We also showed that customer expected utility and
expected quality can increase even further when workers are compensated for workload.
Since paying piece rate changes workers’ perception on high workload from a negative
thing to a positive thing, it results in higher individual service qualities and performs well
in both customer utility and average quality. Moreover, since paying piece rate results in
the highest performance measures regardless of the parameter values, it seems that paying
piece rate is dominant over other two modes of operation.
However, in this section, we introduce customer fairness concerns resulting from un-
equal service quality and see how customer expected utility and average quality are affected
by both worker fairness concerns and customer fairness concerns. We show that when cus-
tomers care about fairness too, customers may prefer lower but equal quality services over
higher but unequal quality services. Therefore, choosing a mode of operation that results
in lower but more even individual qualities may be necessary. This leads other modes of
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operation besides paying workers piece rate to be preferred mechanism under certain cir-
cumstances. Eventually, we make recommendations on what policy a firm should use under
what circumstances.
Now we assume that not only workers but also customers dislike being treated un-
equally. Worker fairness concern results from unequal workload distribution, whereas cus-
tomer fairness concern stems from difference in service quality, i.e., customers dislike re-
ceiving lower quality service than other customers do. Let us denote the degree customers
dislike receiving lower quality service using γ, and call it a “customer fairness concern pa-
rameter”. Customer utility is negatively affected by the difference between service quality
the customer receives and that of what other customers receive when she receives an infe-
rior service than some others do. Then we can define the utility of a customer that receives
service from type-i worker as
ui = qi − cλ˜i − γ(q˜j − q˜i)+,
where we use the expression (˜·) to represent equilibrium results under the case where cus-
tomers also care about fairness to distinguish them from the results under the case where
only workers have fairness concerns. In the following sections, we first show how cus-
tomer fairness concern makes the high-quality worker even more crowded by analyzing
the equilibrium outcomes under no intervention policy. Then we compare the two reme-
dies, eliminating and compensating, to find the most effective mechanism under different
operating conditions.
3.5.1 The Effect of Customer Fairness Concerns in Service Quality
We first consider the no intervention policy where the firm pays workers a fixed equal
wage independently of their performance and lets customers choose their servers freely.
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The equilibrium under this policy is defined similarly as in Definition 9, but needs some
adjustment due to the change in customer utility.
Definition 16 When both workers and customers have fairness concerns and the firm pays
workers equally while letting customers choose their servers selfishly, then the equilibrium





(i) Customers’ strategy: Given q˜NH and q˜
N
L ,
q˜NH − cα˜NΛ = q˜NL − c(1− α˜N)Λ− γ(q˜NH − q˜NL )+, if q˜NH − q˜NL < cΛ1+γ ,
α˜N = 1, if q˜NH − q˜NL > cΛ1+γ .
(3.8)
(ii) Type-i server’s strategy: Given α˜N and q˜N−i,






i − δ(λ˜i − λ˜−i)+, (3.9)
where λ˜H = α˜Λ and λ˜L = (1− α˜)Λ.
Solving for the equilibrium gives the following equilibrium.
Lemma 17 When both workers and customers have fairness concerns and the firm pays
workers equally while letting customers choose their servers selfishly, then the equilibrium





















































































































The resulting equilibrium is qualitatively similar to the equilibrium outcome in section 3.4.2,
where customers do not care about equality. However, worker demotivation due to unequal
workload distribution exacerbates due to customer envy when workers are paid equal wage
and customers choose their servers selfishly. Note that since customers dislike receiving
lower quality service than what other customers receive, more customers tend to crowd
in the higher quality server than in the case where customers do not care about fairness,


















= αN given qH and
qL. Therefore, given a fixed worker fairness parameter, δ, the high type worker has higher
incentive to lower her service quality when customers care about equity in service quality
than when customers do not mind receiving inferior service to what others receive. Thus,
individual service quality from the high-quality server is lower when customers care about
fairness than that when customers do not care about equality in service quality.
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Note that customer expected utility is lower when customers are concerned about fair-
ness in service quality because in addition to low individual qualities, there is psychological









, in (3.10), and this cost increases as customer fairness concerns, γ,
increase. Expected quality, however, may increase due to higher exposure to higher quality
service when compared to the case without customer fairness concern.
3.5.2 Impact of Workload Inequality on Work Performance
As in the case without customer fairness concerns, we consider two remedies for exacer-
bated congestion externalities in the high-quality server. We first consider eliminating the
workload inequality by equally distributing customers between workers.
When the workload is set equal for the two workers under the case where customers
have fairness concerns on service quality, then the quality levels are determined the same
as those under the case without customer fairness concerns. This is because the number of
customers that visit the servers no longer depends on the service qualities, and the work-
ers have no incentive to choose other quality levels than those that maximize their utility
excluding the psychological cost term due to fairness concern, δ(qi − qj)+. The resulting
equilibrium is summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 18 Let α˜F , q˜Fi , U˜F , and Q˜F denote the proportion of customers that are being
served by the H-type worker, service quality level of the i-type worker, customer expected
utility, and the expected quality, respectively, when the firm commits to set equal capacity












































Note that when workload is distributed equally between workers, then neither worker
fairness concern nor customer fairness concern affect the individual service quality each
worker chooses, and thus, does not change the average quality compared to the case with-
out customer fairness concern. Customer expected utility, however, decreases compared










3.5.3 Mitigating Worker Fairness Concerns
As a second remedy to remove worker demotivation from fairness concerns, we consider
compensating workers according to their workload. We look at the equilibrium service
quality, resulting customer expected utility, and expected service quality when customers
have fairness concerns on quality and workers are paid a piece rate, κ > 0. The equilibrium
outcomes are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 19 When the firm pays piece rate, κ > 0, to workers, and the customers choose
their workers selfishly based on their utility from service and fairness concerns, then the
equilibrium, (q˜IH , q˜
I
L, α˜
I), and the resulting customer satisfaction level, W˜ I , and average
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Note that when workers are paid piece rate, customer fairness concern increases workers’
service quality even further. This is due to the fact that customers who dislike receiving
inferior service than others are more sensitive to service quality, and workers put more
effort in quality to attract these quality-sensitive customers.
3.5.4 Comparing the Modes of Operation
Previously, we showed that paying workers per customer they serve results in both the
highest customer expected utility and the highest average quality compared to other modes
of operation for all parameter values when workers care about fairness but customers do
not. We question why, if that is the case, we observe other modes of operations besides
paying servers piece rate in reality. In order to do so, we first show how customer fairness
concerns can help or hurt customer satisfaction and average quality under different modes
of operations.
Proposition 20 (Customer Fairness Concerns) Let U˜N (Q˜N ), U˜F (Q˜F ), and U˜ I (Q˜I) be
customer expected qualities (expected qualities) when the firm does not intervene (N ), dis-
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tribute workload fairly between workers (F ), and pays workers incentive based on work-
load (I), respectively, when both workers and customers care about fairness. Then for any
given δ,
there exists γ˜ such that for γ > γ˜,
U˜N > U˜F > U˜ I .
When γ > γ˜, then U˜N increases as δ increases.
Also, there exists γˆ such that for γ > γˆ,
Q˜N < Q˜F < Q˜I .
From this proposition, we can see that when customers care much about fairness, then
the mode of operation that gives high average quality results in low customer satisfaction,
and vice versa. The order of operational policies from high to low customer expected
utility is the reverse of the order from high to low expected quality. Thus, there is a trade-
off between quality and customer utility, and no mechanism is unanimously dominant in
both performance measures.
For customer expected utility, letting workers and customers choose their actions freely
without any intervention is the best mechanism although it results in the lowest individual
service qualities. Moreover, when customer fairness concern becomes very high, then the
customer expected utility under this best policy, U˜N , increases as worker envy, δ, increases.
This is interesting because as workers’ fairness concern, δ, increases, service quality from
H-type worker decreases under the no intervention policy, but customers are being more
satisfied in expectation by lowering the high-quality server’s service quality. In other words,
customers fear so much about being the one who receives lower quality service that they
would rather remove the possibility to receive higher quality service. That is, customers
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prefer eliminating the chance to receive higher quality service so that they do not have
to worry about inequality than having a high quality server available but facing positive
chance of being a person who receives inferior service. Customers are then willing to
sacrifice direct utility from quality in order to avoid any chance of inequality.
Note that paying workers piece rate becomes the worst policy in terms of customer
expected utility when customers are highly sensitive about inequality. This is because the
policy results in the largest quality gap, q˜H− q˜L, which represents high degree of inequality.
Since the high-quality server has more efficiency in effort, if the workers are paid the same
piece rate per customer, the high-type worker puts even greater effort than the low quality
worker does, and widens inequality in service quality.
Even though paying workers incentive based on workload brings the lowest expected
utility to highly envious customers, it remains to deliver the highest average quality to the
customers. Recall that there are two ways to achieve high expected quality: 1) to increase
individual service qualities, (q˜H , q˜L), and 2) to expose more customers to higher quality
server. Both of these conditions are met when the firm compensates workers for workload.
Therefore, (q˜IH , q˜
I
L) is higher than the individual quality vector under any other policy. Also,
because the quality gap, q˜H− q˜L, is the highest under this mechanism, more customers tend
to crowd the high-quality server, resulting in high exposure to the high quality service.
Since the order of the three operational policies based on expected customer utility is
reverse of the order based on expected quality, we face a situation where we need to decide
which performance measure to focus on to choose one operational policy. Depending on
the weights we put between utility and quality, the operational policy that is chosen should
be different. If the firm solely focuses on quality, paying workers incentive per customer
served is good. If it focuses on customer satisfaction level alone, paying workers fixed
equal wage while letting customers choose their servers selfishly is good. However, if the
firm wants to achieve reasonable level of both quality and customer expected utility, then
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distributing workload equally between workers is an option to consider.
Now we can answer why we would see different operational policies are chosen in
the real world under various circumstances. Depending on industry types, workers and
customers may feel different degree of fairness concerns. Based on the fairness parame-
ters, the operational policy that results in the highest customer satisfaction and the average
quality differs. Also, when customers are highly concerned about fairness, the policy one
should choose depends on what the industry cares more between expected customer utility
and expected quality.
3.6 Discussion
In this section, we talk about why certain service industries adopt certain mode of oper-
ation in the real world. Before we talk about examples, we summarize our theoretical
findings in figure 3.1. The figure shows that when customer fairness concern is low, then
paying workers incentive per customer they serve provides both the highest customer ex-
pected utility and the highest expected quality. On the other hand, when customer fairness
concern is high, paying workers incentive based on workload results in high expected qual-
ity, but suffers from low expected customer utility. In this case, not intervening results in
the highest customer satisfaction but delivers poor quality. Equally distributing customers
between workers compromises this quality-satisfaction trade-off and delivers reasonable
quality without completely ignoring customer satisfaction.
Customer fairness concerns can be high when the server qualities and/or the outcomes
of other customers’ services are easily observed by customers. Server ranking system
that is publicly observable can be of driving factor of high customer fairness concerns as
well. Customers seeking for the “best” server, without being satisfied by a good enough
service in certain service industries can be a signal of high customer fairness concerns.
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Figure 3.1: Summary of the findings in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5
Examples of industry with high customer fairness concerns are health care and education.
In the health care industry, patients are often very sensitive about service quality and they
seek for the best doctor whose quality can be quantified by the number of successful cases
treated or the “scores” the doctor received in a public patient feedback system that shows
how smart, kind and responsive he/she is. Also, in college education, students can easily
observe teaching quality of instructors and the performance of other students. Students’
abilities are judged relatively, and thus, they often care about relative performance even
more than their absolute performance. In this competitive environment, students highly
prefer being taught by a better instructor.
We consider public hospitals in Korea as an example of service firms that face cus-
tomers with high fairness concerns and adopt no intervention mechanism. Doctors in these
hospitals are paid a fixed equal wage regardless of the number of patients they see, and
patients can choose to be treated by a specific doctor if they have preference. Performance
measures of doctors are public information, and some patients are happy to wait for months
to be seen by the best doctor. It is a common knowledge that many well known doctors
tend to spend as little time as possible with patients and often treat them with less care be-
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cause they are so busy seeing excessively many patients. Public hospitals in Korea usually
target to provide medical coverage to wide range of population, and they care much about
patient welfare from fairness. These public hospitals’ goal need not be to provide highest
quality to the patients. Therefore, adopting no intervention policy can be the best mode of
operation for these hospitals since it results in high customer expected utility by providing
lower but equal quality of service.
On the other hand, private hospitals can have a different business model. Private hos-
pitals care for providing the patients high quality service for profit rather than giving equal
opportunities of treatment to patients. Thus, paying doctors per case they treat and letting
patients choose their own doctors can keep the doctors motivated for high quality service.
Quality is usually higher at private hospitals than at public hospitals, and high quality doc-
tors have long wait-lists, representing high congestion externality.
In education, the goal is usually to provide quality while keeping the students satisfied.
Also, giving students equal opportunity and treating them fairly is an important factor in
education. Thus, schools often distribute workload equally among instructors by setting the
same class enrollment capacities regardless of the instructors’ teaching quality. By doing
this schools balance between quality and satisfaction from fairness in the presence of high
student fairness concerns. For example, college core classes that are taught by multiple
instructors in parallel have equal class enrollment capacities regardless of the instructors’
abilities.
Other service firms whose customers do not have such high fairness concerns such as
hair salons and law firms usually pay their servers per customer they serve, while letting
customers choose their servers freely. This keeps the servers motivated to provide high
quality, and customers are satisfied from having freedom to choose their own servers based
on service qualities and congestion levels.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we look at ways to deal with fairness concerns of decision makers in service
processes. Especially, we are interested in the case where a service firm hires multiple
workers to provide enough capacity, and experiences variability in service quality due to
inherent difference in server ability. Servers dislike having more work than peer workers
do and show incentive to lower service quality when they face higher customer volume due
to higher ability.
We consider two ways to deal with worker demotivation due to fairness concerns on
workload: eliminating and compensating. Inequality can be eliminated by distributing
equal number of customers between workers regardless of their service quality. On the
other hand, the firm can pay workers incentive per customer they serve to encourage work-
ers to put high effort to attract more customers. We use two performance measures, ex-
pected customer utility and expected quality, to compare the two remedies.
We then answer the following questions using the equilibrium results of our model.
(1) How does worker fairness concern affect the expected customer utility and the average
quality? (2) Which remedy works better to deal with worker demotivation due to fairness
concern? (3) What happens when customers also have fairness concerns on service quality?
What mode of operation should firms choose when customers care for fairness as well?
Our results show that when workers care for fairness in workload distribution, the good
worker works less hard because otherwise, she will become overloaded. Eliminating in-
equality by routing equal number of customers between the workers helps increase both
expected customer utility and average quality, but paying workers incentive per customer
they serve works even better. This is because paying piece rate to workers turns workload
inequality from negative thing to a positive thing resulting in higher payment. We then
show that when customers also care much for fairness in service quality, then a mode of
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operation that results in both high customer expected utility and expected quality does not
exist. The firm should decide which operational policy they want to use based on what they
focus on between customer utility and expected quality. We then provide real world ex-
amples to show how our results explain the current practices of service firms under certain
operational parameters.
This paper is one of the earliest efforts made to model different fairness concerns of
decision makers in service operations, and there are many possible extensions that can
be made. First of all, the performance measures we look at are by no means exhaustive,
and there can be other metrics that can be interesting to look at. There can also be other
remedies for worker fairness concerns such as awards for service quality. In addition, the
concept of fairness may be different from treating the workers equally in the presence of




Signaling Service Quality through
Advertising: A Model of Consumer
Memory
4.1 Introduction
Quality of service is often difficult for the customers to judge before experiencing it. This
is why services are often called “experience goods”, which is a terminology introduced
by Nelson (1970) to represent products whose values can be verified only after being pur-
chased. When product quality is hard for the customers to judge before purchase, firms
use advertisement to signal their quality and persuade more customers to buy their prod-
ucts, especially when they are high-quality. Moreover, if higher quality firms have higher
efficiency in signaling due to say, word of mouth or financial advantage, and advertisement
messages are informative in that customers who are exposed to more ads tend to believe
the firm to be of higher quality, then it seems natural for higher quality firms to advertise
vigorously to inform customers about the truth.
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However, in reality, advertisement is more intensively used in some service industries
than others, and firms in different circumstances adopt different advertisement intensity.
For example, ads for fast food restaurants are easy to find, while ads for gourmet restaurants
in Old City Philadelphia are not frequently encountered. In this paper, we try to answer how
intensively service firms with certain service quality should advertise when their service
qualities are not exactly known to the customers. Since advertising is an act to change
the customers’ belief about the service value, firms’ advertisement strategies depend on
customers’ initial belief about service.
We look at a model where the service value, either high or low, is known only to the
firm and customers are only aware of the distribution of the service value. Given its ser-
vice value, the firm chooses the frequency of advertising messages it releases to maximize
profit. Although the firm sends out messages equally frequently to all the customers, each
consumer encounters and forgets the messages stochastically, and forms heterogeneity in
the number of advertisement messages they remember. Based on the number of messages
a customer remembers, she updates her belief about the firm’s service quality and strate-
gically decides whether to purchase the service or not by comparing her updated expected
value and the expected cost from crowding at the server that will be incurred upon purchase.
We model the interaction between the firm and the customers using a signaling game
and solve for the equilibria to find the firm’s advertisement strategy. By analyzing the sep-
arating equilibrium, we first show that when customers’ initial belief about service quality
is low, service firms use separating strategy, and they actively use advertisement to attract
more customers. Even when the firm chooses a separating equilibrium, because there is
randomness in the way customers encounter and process the advertisement messages, ad-
vertisements cannot signal service quality perfectly. Therefore, not only a high-quality firm
but also a low-quality firm benefits from advertisement for there will be some customers
who may think that the firm is of high type after seeing the ad.
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We also find that when customers’ initial expected service value is high, then not only
a low-quality firm but also a high-quality firm will prefer not to signal its quality through
advertisement by choosing a pooling strategy. This is due to the fact that no matter how
vigorously a high-quality firm advertises, there will be customers who do not encounter
the messages and believe the firm to be of low-quality. In this case, the high-quality firm
prefers to make advertisement obsolete by choosing the same advertisement intensity as the
low-quality firm so that the customers cannot update their initial belief about the service
value. In this case, even when a customer receives few or no advertisement messages, she
will not lower her expectation about the firm’s quality.
There has been very little research on modeling signaling in service operations contexts,
even though signaling models have been employed extensively in economics and marketing
areas. This paper purports to build a model of (a) signaling decisions of firms in service
settings, and (b) customer decisions based on learning and forgetting in congestion-prone
environments. We model how congestion externalities interact with signaling efforts in
service settings. In the following section, we review the literature and position our work.
4.2 Literature Review
Queueing Models with Strategic Customers: Although we do not model our server as a
queue, our paper is related to papers on queueing models with strategic customer decision
in that customers who purchase the service exert negative externalities to other customers.
Also, customers in our paper compare the cost of crowding at the server to the expected
service value in order to make purchasing decisions. A queueing model with customers
who strategically make joining/balking decisions was first analyzed by Naor (1969b). In
Naor (1969b), each customer, upon arrival to a service center, observes the queue length
and decides whether to join or balk from the queue by comparing the value gained from
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the service and the expected cost incurred by waiting. The paper finds that levying a toll on
the service can induce the system to operate in a socially optimal manner. Mendelson and
Whang (1990b) extends Naor (1969b) by having multiple classes of customers where each
class differs in the value gained by service and in waiting cost. They analyze an incentive-
compatible pricing scheme that leads to a social optimum when customers follow their own
utility-maximizing strategy. The queue length is unobservable to customers that arrive in
the system, and customers make decisions by comparing their expected waiting time and
their value of service.
Queueing Models with Signaling: Since service firms are usually modeled as a queue
in the operations management literature, our work also relates to queueing models with
signaling. Hassin (1986) analyzes a queueing system, in which service quality is measured
by the customers’ waiting time. The author considers a revenue-maximizing server who has
the option to suppress information about the queue length, which leaves the customers to
choose whether to join or balk based on the known distribution of waiting time. The author
shows that it is sometimes, but not always, socially optimal to prevent suppression and that
it is never optimal to encourage suppression when the revenue maximizer prefers to reveal
the queue length. Guo and Zipkin (2007) analyzed how different degrees of precision in
a delay-information announcement can have different effects on customers’ decisions and
so on the overall system. This research explores a queue with balking under three levels
of delay information: no information, partial information (the system occupancy) and full
information (the exact waiting time). Customers decide whether to stay or balk based
on their expected waiting costs, conditional on the information provided. By comparing
the three systems, Guo and Zipkin (2007) identifies some cases in which more accurate
delay information improves performance and some other cases in which information can
actually hurt the provider or the customers. Allon et al. (2007) answers the question of
which delay announcements a service provider should use when both firm and consumers
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act strategically: the firm choosing its delay announcement and consumers in interpreting
this announcement and making joining/balking decisions based on the expected waiting
cost. The authors show that, even though the information provided to customers is non-
verifiable and non-credible, it improves the profits of the firm and the expected utility of
the customers. Further, the precision of information can vary greatly, from as simple as high
or low congestion announcement to the true state of the system. They also show that firms
may choose to disguise some of the truth by using intentional vagueness to lure customers.
Debo and Veeraraghavan (2009) study how a high-quality service firm selects a service rate
differently from a low-quality service firm when the service rates are not observable and the
service value is unknown to the customers in the market. They show that customers may
not follow a threshold type policy in their queue-joining behavior. They find differentiating
equilibria in which the high-quality firm selects a slower service rate than the low-quality
service firm, even if the cost of speeding up is the same for both firms. Our paper can
be distinguished from the papers mentioned above since the papers that model signaling
in a queue either deal with signaling about queue length or signaling quality using queue
length, whereas we use advertisement as the instrument for signaling.
Signaling and Advertisement: Since we look at advertisement as means to signal a ser-
vice firm’s quality, our work is also related to economics literature that study signaling
and advertisement. Signaling games were first brought to attention by Spence (1973) in
which in his model there are high and low-ability employees in the job market who are
willing to signal their types by their education level. Spence observes that education does
not necessarily improve the ability of the employees; however, it may be used as a signal
to indicate their ability in the job market. Much advertising literature follows the idea that
advertisement signals the quality of products being advertised. Nelson (1974) differentiates
between products on a “search good” versus “experience good” basis. With the former, the
relevant qualities of the product are evident on inspection, and, because there is little gain
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to misrepresentation, advertisements for them can be directly informative. With the latter,
crucial aspects of the product’s quality are impossible to verify except through use of the
product. Thus, for experience goods, the information provided in the advertisement is un-
verifiable. He shows that, for experience goods, the mere fact that a particular brand of a
good is advertised can be a signal to customers that the good has high quality. Kihlstrom
and Riordan (1984) extend models of advertising as a signal that are in the spirit of Nelson’s
argument. Milgrom and Roberts (1986) offer a modeling based on the repeat sales mecha-
nism where both price and advertising are decision variables that may potentially be used
as signals of quality. The authors show that, in equilibrium, both price and advertisement
may simultaneously be used as signals, with the chosen levels of both differing between
high and low-quality firms. Becker and Murphy (1993) treats advertisements and the goods
advertised as complements in stable meta-utility functions. Thus, they argue that advertis-
ing may not be necessarily informative. Our model is different from the models adopted
by the papers mentioned above because we consider a service operations context where
customers not only consider the updated valuation but also the cost incurred by crowding
when they make their final decisions. Also, customers in our model cannot distinguish the
firm’s type exactly even after knowing the firm’s strategy since the way they encounter and
forget the signals is stochastic in nature.
In this paper: (i) We explore the signaling efforts a firm in an environment where cus-
tomer decision are influenced by congestion. (ii) We study the impact of stochastic nature
of customer learning and forgetting on firm’s signaling strategies. Thus, we extend signal-
ing studies to stochastic environments with congestion externalities.
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4.3 Model
Firm: We examine a monopolistic service firm selling an experience good to customers.
Based on the quality of service it provides, the firm can be of either type, high or low, which
is known to the firm but not to the customers. We represent the type using θ ∈ {h, `}. When
the firm is of “high-type”, it offers service value V = vh, and when it is of “low-type”, it
offers service value V = v` to its customers, where vh > v`. Nature chooses the type,
θ ∈ {h, `}, of the firm, and the type is high with probability p0 and low with probability
1−p0, Pr{V = vh} = 1−Pr{V = v`} = p0. This prior probability is common knowledge
in the market.
Firm’s Quality Signaling: Since the service value is unobservable to the customers, the
firm signals its quality by allocating capacity (e.g. labor, workforce) on informative adver-
tising effort. We represent this advertising effort using aθ ∈ (0,∞), which denotes the rate
at which the firm sends its informative advertisement messages when it is of type-θ. When
the firm makes an advertising effort, it incurs cost of signaling. We assume that signaling
cost is linear in signaling intensity. Specifically, when the firm is of type θ and chooses
intensity aθ, it spends cθaθ per unit time on signaling effort. We assume that the firm has
higher efficiency in signaling its quality if its service quality is higher, i.e., ch < c`.1.
Firm Objective: We denote the total number of customers that purchase the service from
the firm when it is of type-θ as λθ, which is endogenously determined as a result of cus-
tomers’ equilibrium decisions. As the traffic of customers that arrive to the service firm
increases, congestion incurs from crowding, which has negative effect on customers’ util-
ity. Given its type, θ, the firm maximizes its profit, Rθ, (revenue net of signaling cost) by
choosing the right advertisement intensity, aθ. The revenue accrued from each customer
1This is in accordance with extant signalling literature. See Spence (1973). It is also likely that high effort
may be required to signal higher quality. This needs to be modeled and is part of ongoing effort
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per unit time is normalized to one (wlog), and the profit can be written as
Rθ = λθ − cθaθ.
The Market: There are Λ customers in the potential market, which is weakly greater than
the effective arrival rate, λθ. We assume that both service quality and level of congestion
at the server remain unobservable to the customers. We also assume that consumers are
rational utility maximizers. All customers are homogeneous in their aversion to congestion,
i.e. they all incur the same time-linear cost of crowding, c. Each customer in the potential
market makes a decision whether to purchase the service or not. This decision is based
on the value of service she expects and the expected cost of congestion. Reneging is not
permitted in the model. Absent any signaling effort by the firm, all consumers would follow
the same purchasing strategy since they are ex ante homogeneous. However, the signaling
effort of the firm creates heterogeneity among customers in terms of the information they
possess.
Consumers’ Information Set: Learning and Forgetting: We adopt the “forgetting model”
introduced in Nelson (1974) to describe the information set of the customers in this paper.
Recall that customers are exposed to the signaling efforts of the firm. Specifically, cus-
tomers stochastically confront advertising messages from the firm that emanate at rate a,
and the number of messages a customer confronts over time is a Poisson process with rate a.
In addition, customers stochastically ‘forget’ the messages they have received before. For
example, a customer who has received a advertising messages and has forgotten f of them
‘remembers’ a− f messages. Nelson (1974) assumes that the rate at which customers for-
get messages is proportional to the number of messages they remember at present. Given
that a customer remembers i advertising messages, forgetting follows a Poisson process
with rate i · f where f is the forgetting rate per message. Then each customer’s learning
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Figure 4.1: Customers’ Learning and Forgetting Process
and forgetting process can be illustrated by the Markov chain, shown in Figure 4.1, whose
state space, {0, 1, 2, · · · }, representing the number of advertising messages the customer
remembers. Note that this process at the individual customer level could be thought of as
an M/M/∞ queue with an arrival rate of a, and the individual servers serving at a rate f .
Then, the stationary distribution of the number of messages that remains in any consumer’s





where pii represents the probability of a customer remembering i advertisement messages
in the steady state. Essentially, the signaling process introduces heterogeneity in the con-
sumer population that leads to different choice behavior for customer types based on the
differences in their information sets.
Note that the Markov Chain characterized by the forgetting process of the advertising
messages at the individual customer level is aperiodic since all the states can be visited










∞ when a and f are finite.(See Ross (1996), pg.254.) Then from the ergodicity of the
chain, the time averages of samples from this population have the same distribution as the
stationary distribution given by (4.1).
Customers’ Belief Updating Process: Recall that customers are unaware of the service
value of the firm. However, each customer updates her prior belief about the quality of the
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firm’s service using the number of advertisement messages she remembers in the steady
state to arrive at a decision whether to purchase the service. From now on, we call cus-
tomers who remember i messages type-i customers. Note that when the firm decides its
strategy, (ah, a`), customers observe the strategy. However, since customers encounter the
advertisement messages stochastically, we assume that they do not know the frequency
of advertisement messages they are receiving. Type-i customers then use Bayes rule to
compute the probability that the frequency of advertisement messages they receive is ah to
know the probability of the firm being a high-type as follows:
Pr(vh|i) = 1− Pr(v`|i) = Pr(i|vh)p0
Pr(i|vh)p0 + Pr(i|v`)(1− p0) , (4.2)
where Pr(i|vθ) is the conditional probability that a customer remembers i advertisement
messages given that the firm is of type-θ and that it is advertising with intensity aθ. Pr(vθ|i)
is the updated probability of the firm being θ-type given that the customer remembers i
messages.
Then with this updated belief, customers can compute the expected service value given
the number of advertisement messages they remember. Let us denote vi as the value of
service expected by a customer who remembers i advertisement messages. Then,
vi = vh Pr(vh|i) + v` Pr(v`|i).
Customers’ Purchasing Decisions: Each type-i customer makes her joining-balking de-
cision by comparing the expected service value vi and the expected cost of crowding in the
system. We represent the purchasing decision of a type-i customer using qi ∈ [0, 1], where
qi is the probability of a type-i customer purchasing the service. If the updated service value
for type-i customers dominates the expected cost of crowding, type-i customers purchase
the service (i.e. qi = 1). On the other hand, type-i customers balk when the congestion cost
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is higher than the service value (i.e. qi = 0). When the value gained and the cost of crowd-
ing are equal, customers are indifferent between purchasing the service and not, and joins
with some probability qi ∈ (0, 1). We restrict ourselves to purchasing strategies that are
identical within customers of the same type. In other words, all customers of type-i adopt
the same purchasing strategy qi. Now, in order to characterize the customers’ strategy, qi,
let us consider what λθ is. Given that nature has chosen θ for the firm’s type, the proportion





for all θ ∈ {h, `}. Since nature chooses vh with probability p0 (and v` with probability
(1− p0)), the unconditional distribution of the customers in the market is given by
Pr(i) = Pr(i|vh)p0 + Pr(i|v`)(1− p0).
Note that since customers do not know the exact type of the firm and also the advertise-
ment intensity, aθ, customers can at the very best guess that there are Pr(i) proportion of
customers in the market that remember i advertisement messages. Since customers do not
know the type of the firm, they cannot know the exact effective arrival rate either. We use
λ¯ to denote the effective arrival rate perceived by the customers as opposed to the real ef-
fective arrival rate, λθ. Given that every type-i customer adopts qi, the effective arrival rate
λ¯ that customers believe is given as Λ
∑∞
j=0 qj Pr(j) and the net value a customer of type-i






Then the joining decision of customers can be summarized as

qi = 1 if vi − cΛ
∑∞
j=0 qj Pr(j) > 0,
qi = 0 if vi − cΛ
∑∞
j=0 qj Pr(j) < 0,
qi ∈ (0, 1) if vi − cΛ
∑∞
j=0 qj Pr(j) = 0,
(4.4)
where qi for ∀i is the best response to q−i = {q0, q1, · · · , qi−1, qi+1, · · · }.
The Equilibrium: The equilibrium we seek is a Markov Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilib-
rium (Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)) where customers update their strategies in Bayesian
fashion and makes purchasing decisions to maximize their payoffs on all Markov paths
reached with positive probability.





i , i ∈ {0, 1, · · · })], so that
(i) (Profit Maximization) given qi for all i, the firm chooses (a∗h, a
∗
`) that maximizes its profit.









(ii) (Customer Rationality) given aθ for all θ and q−i, qi maximizes type-i customers’ pay-
offs.









Recall that the profit function of the firm is given as Rθ(aθ) = λθ − cθaθ when the type is






Note that since the firm knows its type, the actual effective purchase rate uses the condi-
tional probability, Pr(i|vθ), to denote the proportion of customers that remember i number
of messages instead of the unconditional probability, Pr(i). Since the revenue accrued from
each customer per unit time is normalized to one in our model, the type-θ firm’s profit per
unit time (Rθ) is calculated by the number of customers purchasing the service per unit




qj Pr(j|vθ)− cθaθ (4.5)
where Pr(i|vθ) is given as in (4.3).
4.4 Results
In this section, we analyze the equilibrium of the game to describe the firms advertising
decisions. We intend to show when signaling is valuable to the firm by identifying the con-
dition under which the firm chooses a separating equilibrium over a pooling equilibrium.
Also, we show in this section that there is a situation where signaling harms the firms profit
so that the firm deliberately chooses to remain ambiguous about its service quality even for
the high quality firm. In order to do so, we show the following structural results. First,
we show that if the high-quality firm advertises more than the low-quality firm, a customer
who remembers more advertisement messages will have stronger beliefs about the firm
having high quality. The opposite will also be shown if the high-quality firm advertises
less. (i.e. the customer will tend to think a service has high quality if she remembers fewer
messages). Based on this result, we show that customers follow a threshold type policy
so that they purchase the service only if they remember more than a certain number of ad-
vertisement messages when the firm chooses to separate with advertising more intensively
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when it is of high-quality (and the opposite is true when the firm advertises more inten-
sively when it is of low-quality.) Then we show that a low quality firm does not advertise
more than a high quality firm in equilibrium. Then we identify a condition under which
separating equilibrium is played by the firm as opposed to a pooling equilibrium.
In the following Lemma we show how customer belief changes based on the number of
advertisement messages she remembers when the firm’s strategy is given.
Lemma 22
1. If ah > a`, then Pr(V = vh|i) is increasing in i.
2. If ah < a`, then Pr(V = vh|i) is decreasing in i.
From Lemma 22, we can see that if a firm chooses higher advertisement intensity when it is
of high-type than when not, then customers who remember higher number of advertisement
messages has a stronger belief about the firm being a high quality firm.
Next, we show that if a high-quality firm advertises more, then customers who remem-
ber more advertising messages will expect higher value from the service than those who
remember fewer messages. This fact follows directly from Lemma 22 which suggests that,
when a high-quality firm releases advertising messages more frequently, customers with
more messages in mind believe more strongly that the service is of high quality. Since their
perceived probability of high quality is higher, the expected value follows to be higher.
Similarly, the opposite is again shown: if a high-quality firm advertises less, then the op-
posite is true (i.e. fewer remembered messages implies higher expected service value).
Lemma 23
1. If ah > a`, then vi is increasing in i.
2. If ah < a`, then vi is decreasing in i.
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Now, from the customers’ belief and expected value of the service, we can characterize the
strategy of each customer type.
Lemma 24 Suppose there exists an equilibrium such that qj ≥ 0 for all j. Then
1. If ah > a`, then qi > 0 implies qi+1 > 0.
2. If ah < a`, then qi > 0 implies qi−1 > 0.
First, let us examine Lemma 24(1), where the high-quality firm advertises more. If cus-
tomers who remember i signaling messages choose to join the service, then customers who
remember (i+ 1) messages must also. Note that this follows from Lemma 23, in which we
have shown that (i + 1)-type customers are expecting higher value from the service than
i-type customers do. Since both types of customers are facing the same expected wait-
ing cost, it is natural that (i + 1)-type customers join if i-type customers with even lower
expected value join the queue. The reverse argument is applicable to the case where high-
quality firm advertises less than low-quality firm. In this case, if i-type customers choose
to join, then (i − 1)-type customers should also join. The fewer messages the customers
remember, the more likely they are to join the service.
Lemma 25 Suppose there exists an equilibrium such that qj ≥ 0 for all j. Then
1. If ah > a`, then qi = 0 implies qi−1 = 0.
2. If ah < a`, then qi = 0 implies qi+1 = 0.
This result is similar to Lemma 24 except for that the latter describes customers’ balking
behavior. It states that if high-quality service firm advertises more than the low-quality
firm and if customers who remember i messages choose not to purchase the service, then
those who remember less than i messages should also. It is again followed by the fact that
all types of customers expect the same cost of crowding, but the ones with less number
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of messages in mind have lower expected service value than the ones that have more. If
customers expecting higher value do not purchase the service, then those expecting less
will not either. The opposite is true for the case in which the low-quality firm advertises
more than the high-quality firm. If customers with i messages do not purchase the service,
those with (i+ 1) will not as well.
Based on what we have analyzed about customers’ reaction to the advertising levels of
the firms, the customers’ best response strategy can be summarized as the following.
Lemma 26 Let aθ and qi be the decision of the firm of type-θ and the customers of type-i,
respectively. Then
1. If ah > a`, q0 = 0 and there exists i > 0 with qi > 0, then there exists K > 0 such that
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] < 0, qi = 0, ∀i = 0, · · ·K − 1
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] ≥ 0, qi ∈ [0, 1], ∀i = K
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] > 0, qi = 1, ∀i = K + 1, · · ·
2. If a` > ah, q0 = 1 and there exists i > 0 with qi = 0, then there exists K > 0 such that
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] > 0, qi = 1, ∀i = 0, · · ·K − 1
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] ≥ 0, qi ∈ [0, 1], ∀i = K
vi − c
∑∞
j=0 Λ[qj Pr(j|vh)p0 + qj Pr(j|v`)(1− p0)] < 0, qi = 0, ∀i = K + 1, · · ·
Lemma 26 characterizes the equilibrium purchasing behavior in the market, for any given
advertising choice made by the firms. When the firm’s strategy is to advertise more if it
has high quality and less if low quality, customers follow a threshold-type policy in which
customers who remember more than a critical-K number of messages all purchase the
service and those who remember less than K all balk. Those with exactly K messages
may purchase the service with some weakly positive probability. For the case in which
a high-quality firm advertises less and low-quality firm advertises more, customers again
respond with a threshold policy but in an opposite direction: Customers who remember
less than a critical-K number of messages all join the service, those who remember more
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do not, and those with exactly K joins with some weakly positive probability.
What remains to be studied are the firms’ strategies. In the next steps, we show that
there cannot be an equilibrium in which a low-quality firm advertises more than a high-
quality firm; the only possible case in equilibrium for the high-type firm to signal more
than or equal to the low-type firm’s advertisement intensity.
Lemma 27 a∗h ≥ a∗` .
If we assume that the low-type firm advertises more than the high-type firm, then we have
shown in Lemma 26 that customers’ best response to this strategy is to purchase the ser-
vice if they remember less than some threshold number of advertising messages. Then, it
is always better off for the firm to advertise less because more customers will purchase the
service if they do not remember many advertisement messages. Moreover, since advertis-
ing is costly, their profit decreases even more when they advertise. Thus, the firms’ best
response to such strategy of customers’ is not to advertise, which contradicts to the fact that
the low-quality firm is advertising more than the high-quality firm.
Now we analyze the equilibrium and show the conditions under which the firm decides
to follow a separating strategy over pooling strategy. Before we do so, we note that when
the firm pools, advertisement loses its signaling purpose, and the number of advertisement
messages customers remember no longer has any meaning. Customers, thus, no longer can
update their beliefs about service quality, and use solely the initial ex ante service value to
make their purchasing decisions. The following Lemma summarizes the set of equilibria
and the condition under which each equilibrium is sustainable.
Proposition 28 For a given ch, c`, c, p0, vh, and v`, the following holds.
1. A separating equilibrium is of the form [(a∗h, a
∗
`) ∈ Fs, q∗ ∈ Cs], where
Fs := {(ah, a`) : ah > a` ≥ 0},
Cs := {(q0, q1, · · · ) : qi = 0 for i < K, qi = 1 for ∀i > K, qK ∈ [0, 1]},
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and K ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }.
2. A pooling equilibrium is of the form [(a˜∗h, a˜
∗
`) ∈ Fp, q∗ ∈ Cp], where
Fp := {(ah, a`) : ah = a` = a˜ ≥ 0},





, for ∀i = 0, 1, 2, · · · },
3. There exist thresholds v˜1 > 0 and v˜2 > 0 such that only separating strategy exists for
p0vh + (1− p0)v` < v˜1, and only pooling equilibrium exists for p0vh + (1− p0)v` > v˜2.
The above equilibrium states that when separating equilibrium exists, it is of the form
where the firm advertises more intensively when it is high-quality than when it is low-
quality. On the other hand, under a pooling equilibrium, the advertisement intensity can be
any number a˜ > 0. However, since the advertisement messages do not have any signaling
function, advertisement cost is a true waste without any added value, and the most efficient
pooling equilibrium is not to advertise at all. However, in the real world, firms may fail to
coordinate well to reach the most efficient equilibrium and end up advertising with positive
intensity although the ads do not add any value.
When customers’ initial ex ante belief on service value is low, not many customers will
purchase the service if there is no way to update their belief about the service quality. Thus,
the firm needs advertisement to induce more purchase, and it will choose a separating equi-
librium (because if the firm pools, then advertising loses signaling function and customers
will make decisions solely based on their low initial expected value). If the firm is of high-
quality, it chooses higher advertisement intensity, a∗h, than the intensity, a
∗
` it would have
chosen in case it were of low-quality, so that more customers can remember larger number
of advertisement messages and purchase the service. What is interesting is that even when
the firm is of low-quality, it benefits by choosing a separating strategy. This is because
the customers cannot perfectly distinguish the firm’s type by directly observing the adver-
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tisement intensity, but can only imperfectly distinguish it by the number of advertisement
messages they remember, which is an outcome of their stochastic advertisement encoun-
tering and forgetting process. When the prior belief about the quality is low, a low-quality
firm also chooses to separate so that advertisement does not lose its function. Then due to
the stochastic nature of advertisement encountering process, there will be some customers
that remember large number of the low-quality firm’s advertisement messages and believe
that the firm is of higher quality than what it actually is. Thus, the low-quality firm will
separate well enough to preserve the function of advertisement, but at the same time will try
to advertise as much as possible so that large enough number of customers can remember
many advertisement messages so as to purchase the service.
On the other hand, when customers’ initial ex ante belief on service value is high,
large number of customers will purchase the service based on the initial belief even with-
out advertisement. In this case, the firm is better off not creating heterogeneous belief
about service quality among customers. Again, because of the stochastic nature of adver-
tisement message encountering and forgetting process, even when the firm is of high-type
and chooses a high advertisement intensity, there will be some customers who end up re-
membering very small number of advertisement messages and believe the service to be of
low-quality. Had the firm chosen pooling equilibrium, larger number of customers could
have purchased the service based on their high prior belief. However, when the firm sep-
arates to signal its quality, it loses sales from customers who end up remembering only a
small number of messages. This effect is even more salient when the firm is of low-type
because the firm will choose lower advertisement intensity, and more customers tend to
remember few advertisement messages. Thus, when the initial expected service value is
high, the firm has an incentive to deliberately be ambiguous about its quality, and this is
interestingly the case even for a high-quality firm.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have looked at a model in which a firm’s service can have either high or
low quality, and the quality of service is kept as the firm’s individual information so that the
customers are left uncertain about the firm’s quality. The firm sends signals to customers
by advertising to update customers’ belief about its service quality so that it can convince
the customers to purchase the service. We modeled the interaction between the firm and
the customers as a signaling game and found Bayesian Nash equilibria of the game.
By analyzing the equilibria, we have shown that when customers’ initial expectation
about service quality is low, then the firm benefits by choosing separating equilibrium no
matter what the firm’s type is. When the firm separates, it advertises more intensively when
it is of high-quality than when it is of low-quality. Customers purchase the service only
when they remember more than a certain threshold number of advertisement messages.
In this case, high-quality firm chooses to advertise vigorously so that more customers can
remember more advertisement messages than the threshold value. A low-quality firm, on
the other hand, benefits from the fact that advertisement messages are encountered and
forgotten randomly by customers, i.e., that they are imperfect signals of the true quality.
Even though the low-quality firm advertises with lower intensity than it would have done
if it were a high-quality firm, there will be some customers who happen to be exposed to
the advertisement messages frequently and end up believing that the firm is of high-quality
and purchase the service.
On the other hand, when customers’ initial expected service value is high, not only
a low-quality firm but also a high-quality firm will prefer to choose pooling equilibrium
to make advertisement meaningless. When the firm chooses a pooling equilibrium, then
advertisement messages no longer incorporate any information about service quality, and
customers cannot update their belief about service quality. Note that even when the firm
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separates, advertisement messages are imperfect means to signal quality. Thus, even when
the high-quality firm advertises with very high intensity, there will be customers who hap-
pen not to encounter the messages and end up misjudging the quality of service. Thus,
when initial expected service quality is high, not only a low-quality firm but also a high-
quality firm prefers to pool to make advertisement obsolete and have the customers make
their purchasing decisions based on their high initial expected valuation.
Future step that will be interesting to work on is to relax the assumption that high-
quality firm has higher efficiency in signaling. As in Kihlstrom and Riordan (1984) it
will also be interesting to look at the equilibria in which the high-quality firms require
investment in specialized assets that increases fixed costs, but decreases the marginal cost
of advertising. Introducing price of the service as a decision parameter can be another
way to extend the model as in many advertising papers from economics do. Since not
much research has been conducted in models that signal quality by advertising in a service




This dissertation focuses on modeling the decision makers’ behavior in service operations
management problems. Three projects that study different operational problems service
firms face will comprise the thesis.
The first project looks at a service firm’s pricing decisions for reservations when cus-
tomers are given an option to make reservations to avoid waiting. We consider three poli-
cies, fully-prepaid reservations, partially-prepaid reservations, and no reservation, which
are regimes found in the advance selling literature as advance selling, option selling, and
spot selling. We show that when the customers have homogeneous ex ante belief about
their service valuations, then the firm can maximize profit by selling fully-prepaid reserva-
tions. The firm is better off by charging lower price to reservation customers than the price
of service charged to walk-ins. However, when the potential market becomes large, then
it is better not to offer reservations, and only serve walk-in customers. We also find that
when customers have heterogenous expectations about service valuation or when the firm
overbooks, then selling partially-prepaid reservations becomes an optimal policy.
The second project considers how a service firm can alleviate workers’ demotivation
due to fairness concerns when the firm hires multiple workers with different service quali-
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ties. We propose two options, eliminating and compensating for inequalities in workload,
and compare the two remedies using expected customer utility and expected quality. We
show that eliminating inequality in workload works, but compensating workers per cus-
tomers they serve works even better in terms of both expected customer utility and aver-
age quality. However, when customers also care for equality in service quality, a remedy
that leads to both high customer expected utility and average quality no longer exists. In
this case, distributing workload fairly between workers, which provides reasonable quality
without sacrificing customer utility too much, emerges as an option.
The third project answers how service firms should choose their advertisement inten-
sities depending on their service qualities when the qualities are not exactly known to the
customers. We look at a signaling game between the firm and the potential customers and
show that the firm is better off by playing a separating equilibrium regardless of the ser-
vice quality when customers’ initial belief about quality is low. Because advertisement
messages are encountered by customers stochastically and thus, cannot signal the quality
perfectly, low quality firm also benefits from signalling due to some customers that happen
to believe the firm to have high quality by chance. On the other hand, when customers
initially hold a high belief about quality, then the firm is better not to introduce noise by
signalling, and chooses to play a pooling equilibrium.
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